Prison: A rehabilitation center or a warehouse?

By MICHELLE KRUPA
New Writer

MICHIGAN CITY, Ind.
Main Street was almost empty in a small Northern Indiana town Monday afternoon. Only one of 1,835 residents enjoyed the crystal-clear autumn day. In khakis and a white T-shirt, he leaned against a concrete post outside a two-story, red brick building and stared across the street toward the community’s church, complete with ornate stained-glass windows.

But the sun's rays didn’t create colorful patches on the ground as it passed through tinted glass. Iron bars forbade the light’s penetration, and the only glow was reflection from the barbed-wire hoops strung atop every building and fence in sight.

Main Street isn’t quite the same at the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City as it is in most American towns.

Fourteen Notre Dame students visited the facility Monday to study crime and punishment, a lesson required by sociology professor Paul Magro in his course, Criminal Justice. The real-life classroom showed that despite efforts by corrections officers to rehabilitate inmates, prison is a monotonous, depressing and often dangerous place to live.

From behind a giant, wooden fence in a room normally reserved for parole hearings, Ron Sanford, dressed in prison-issue khakis and a gray sweatshirt and without shackles, explained what prison life is like, from the inside. At 25, Sanford has spent almost half his life behind the 40-foot concrete walls that separate the maximum security facility from the rest of the world.

At 13, he and a “friend” were involved in a double homicide in Indianapolis. While Sanford’s co-conspirator turned state’s evidence and won a lenient eight-year sentence for his part in the murders, Ron was charged as an adult and sentenced to 170 years in prison.

The fall marked the beginning of Germany’s struggle for reunification

By ERIN LARUFFA
New Writer

The Berlin Wall, along with its barbed wire and checkpoint towers, still remains a symbol of the Cold War and 20th century international politics. Today, in the place of one famous checkpoint, stands Berlin Checkpoint Charlie Plaza, an eight-story modern office tower, according to Business Week.

Clearly, change in Germany and Europe in general has been tremendous since the collapse of the Berlin Wall on Nov. 9, 1989, but the story of the Berlin Wall, both before and after 1989, is complicated.

At the end of World War II, the Soviet Union controlled what became the communist country of East Germany. British, French and U.S. forces occupied the western portion of the country, which became non-communist West Germany.

On Aug. 13, 1961, residents of Berlin discovered a barbed-wire barrier dividing their city. The 12-foot high, 103 mile long Berlin Wall soon replaced the East Berlin just wasn’t caught up to the times.”

Kellie Hazell

♦ Students tell of living in Germany during the fall

By NORRENE GILLESPIE
Saint Mary’s Editor

Like any other student in his sixth grade history class, Luis Matos sat down with volumes of encyclopedias and began to write a report about Germany—specifically, the Berlin Wall.

The thought was terrifying to a Notre Dame senior, who knew enough about the current events in November of 1989 to know that he didn’t want to live in East Germany.

“When I heard we would be moving to Germany, I started asking, ‘Wait, we’re not moving to East Germany, are we?’” he remembered. “Knowing that we were moving to the West was definitely a load off my mind.”

Even with minimal understanding of an event which marked the end of the Cold War and the beginning of a new era for German history, Matos, now a Notre Dame senior, had picked up on a tension that still exists. While the fall of the Berlin Wall was a beginning for those moving to West Germany, the middle schooler, who knew very little about the current events, was worried about the future.

“I noticed immediately that East Berlin just wasn’t caught up to the times.”

♦ The fall of the Wall

Read viewpoint to find a number of different opinions on the 10-year anniversary of the destruction of the Berlin Wall.
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Seventh grade reflections

I was talking to my little brother on Instant Messenger the other day. He was proudly telling me about his football game last Saturday and how he made his first touchdown. As I asked him about his game-winning play, I too started to beam with pride. He has played for several years now, and after every game he always says "was so close to making a touchdown. This was an athletic feat he had been working towards since his first trip to a Notre Dame football game. Despite his injuries and his age, I can still see my brother's accomplishments. Anything that has to do with him, I am now so desperately trying to look onto him with envious eyes because he will be 12 again, and other times I wish I was 26. I was then? How much of a separation is there between my brother and me? When I think about how quickly seven years have passed, I feel so old. Seven years ago I was doing so well in school. I used to go to the library and do my homework on my own. Now I am sounding an alarm. "I wish I could be my brother's age, I wish I could be his sister."

I felt so old then. College kids were way beyond me back then. I was taking a brown bag lunch to classes every hour. I felt so in control of my life, even though I was quite dependent on my parents and teachers. Compared to the elementary school kids, I was so old and intimidating. What makes me different now from the person I was seven years ago? I am 26 and a full adult. I know I will be married. At 26, I will be 26, on my own, possibly even more independent. What makes me different now from the person I was seven years ago? I am so great.

In January, a Ferris State University student died of alcohol poisoning. On Feb. 2, the McCue family formed BRAD, Be Responsible About Drinking, to educate high school and college students about alcohol poisoning. "We don't want to see what happened to Bradley happen to anybody else," his mother, Cindy McCue, said. "We don't want anyone else to have to experience this." Although it has been a year, the pain has not gone away, she said. "Things will never be like they were before, no matter how much time passes," she said.

As my conversation with my brother progressed, I became even more thoughtful. When I look onto him with envious eyes because he will be 12 again, and other times I wish I was 26. I felt so old then. College kids were way beyond me back then. I was taking a brown bag lunch to classes every hour. I felt so in control of my life, even though I was quite dependent on my parents and teachers. Compared to the elementary school kids, I was so old and intimidating. What makes me different now from the person I was seven years ago? I am 26 and a full adult. I know I will be married. At 26, I will be on my own, possibly even more independent. What makes me different now from the person I was seven years ago? I am so great.

I was talking to my little brother on Instant Messenger the other day. He was proudly telling me about his football game last Saturday and how he made his first touchdown. As I asked him about his game-winning play, I too started to beam with pride. He has played for several years now, and after every game he always says "was so close to making a touchdown. This was an athletic feat he had been working towards since his first trip to a Notre Dame football game. Despite his injuries and his age, I can still see my brother's accomplishments. Anything that has to do with him, I am now so desperately trying to look onto him with envious eyes because he will be 12 again, and other times I wish I was 26. I was then? How much of a separation is there between my brother and me? When I think about how quickly seven years have passed, I feel so old. Seven years ago I was doing so well in school. I used to go to the library and do my homework on my own. Now I am sounding an alarm. "I wish I could be my brother's age, I wish I could be his sister."
ND announces award for public service in Latin America

By MARIBEL MOREY
News Writer

leadership with the presentation of the Notre Dame Award for Distinguished Public Service in Latin America. The award, which will be presented on May 9, honors a Latin American who has made extraordinary contributions to the progress of the Latin American region.

"As a Catholic university, Notre Dame wants to understand these are our neighbors who share a common history and Church. We are [all] American," said Father Timothy Scully, vice president and senior associate provost. "These are our neighbors who share a common history and Church. We are [all] American."

Father Timothy Scully
vice-president and senior associate provost

A committee of six, including First Lady of Brazil Ruth Cardoso, Chilean president Patricio Aylwin, head of the first democratically elected government following the Pinochet dictatorship, Scully and two representatives from The Coca-Cola Company will decide the recipient after the Dec. 1 nomination deadline. "We felt it was important to include leaders from the southern part of Latin America [and from] Brazil because it is the largest country in South America with half of Latin America's population," Scully said. "Chile was chosen because of its pioneering policy of liberalism."

The winner will receive $10,000 from The Coca-Cola Company.

University of Notre Dame Department of Music presents
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Schola Musicorum
9:30 p.m.
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Basilica of the Sacred Heart

Free and open to the public.
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SAVE A LIFE
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-Give one small vile of blood to be on the National Bone Marrow Registry
-No Fee Involved
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ble to a high school diploma. Such a thing is important, he said. "I have some friends he knew from the streets and who knew his father," he said. "Those people stayed through and learned the system and they're now watching friends becoming victims of violence, including stabbing, along the way. "There are four things you'll find at every prison in the continental United States: money, drugs, violence and weapons," he explained. "A guy with 600 years could rare less about the idea of being in the same room as someone else, so he goes ahead and makes trouble. What does he have to lose?"
But even with almost two centuries to serve behind bars, Ron decided soon after facing correction's department punishments — restricted recreation time, diminishing opportunity for parole — that he needed to occupy his idle mind so it wouldn't fall into the hands of the devil. At 18, he earned his GED and current IQ scores while in jail at the prison by nearby Grace College. Later, he earned a bachelor's degree in business administration and finds that focusing on that helps him to avoid falling in with the wrong crowd. "All I have to do is hold up that econ book. It's like a detergent. There don't seem anything to do with that." Rehab center? Ron works hard at school because the time he won't, one day, he'll free walk, outside the boundaries of the make-shift community to the east of South Bend. But while Ron's motivation is one reason signs of rehabilitation sign inmates know Ron is the exception. "We used to just give inmates $75 and a bus ticket home," said Peters, a manager for the Indiana Department of Corrections. "Now, badly, we first attempted, through a program, to give housing. But it looks to go shelter, food, ideas to help them to be more successful when they leave here."
"It's a scary thought, going out of two prisons," said Sanford. "Of course I want to be free, but I would like to be prepared. But prison is no longer about rehabilitation. It's about crime. What do you have to rehabilitate yourself?"
As most inmates who do not seek their own education in prison, it's that lack of any direction that they are the back to the drugs and violence that landed them in prison in the first place, noted Peters. In fact, released offenders must remake their lives after exiting a system that satis- Rinoer Ron Sanford prisoner
fies their every need, down to the daily routine. Explaining Sanford's reliance on the sys- tem, prison administrator Gus Carson said. "On a busy day, he'll make 10 decisions. On a busy day, you'll make 500."
The color of money
Facing an entire world filled with decisions often plagued for my inmates officials said. "Offenders who ren­ ter society must adjust in a system of mone­ ryt value non-exis­ tent in prison."
"I'm as is at an all-time high at 116.s," Ron explained. "I’m indigent. I make $13 a month. I make sweatshop wages. But all offenders have to buy their own personal items. A $1 toothpaste is $2-something. By the time I know I'm broke." Inmates in Michigan City make license plates, offer clothing, metal storage cabinets and farm foods. They also perform service labor at the facility, including food preparation.
Wall
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wire. Hundreds of East Germans died over the next few decades trying to leave. In the late 1960s, West Germany's "Change Through Drawing Closer" created a division between the two Germans, according to J. Robert Wegs, a Notre Dame history pro- fessor.
West Germany then made deals with both the Soviet Union and East Germany to allow West Germans to travel to the East, especially in order to visit family members who had seen decades. In addition, East Germans began to see the better living conditions of West Germany through the tourists, Wegs said.
"It changed the mentality of East Germans," Wegs said. In addition to economic factors within the two Germans, various international forces also led up to the collapse of the Berlin Wall, including the Soviet Union's move towards democra- tization prior to 1989. In 1989, as the Berlin Wall's opening of its border with Austria in the summer of 1989 aided in the West Germans, they were then able to pass through Hungary and Austria into West Germany.
East German citizens began to desert sections of the Wall on November 9, 1989. Their gov- ernment then sped up the collapse of the Wall, and in 1990, the two parts of Germany reunited. The process of reunification since the fall has not been easy. "Demobilization" efforts of Germany for the different German populations to face their fundamentally differ- ent historical past. In 1990, the Mid-America, chair of the Notre Dame's Department of Political Science.
"The German economy is not nearly as strong as Germans would hope," he said. In addition, high unemployment in Germany, especially in the old country, Germany, as well as Wegs said that most European countries have high unemployment rates. Reunification has also cost money, more than originally expected, according to West Germany. The cost of severed had spent a tremendous amount of money to help rebuild the East. In addition, Hungary's opening to the West. In addition, East Germans increased opportunities than they experienced during separation from the West. West Germany cut such programs when it imposed its government on the East, Wegs said.
The problem of reunification was how to make a single economy and a single culture that different levels of economic development," Gould said. Of course, East Germans now have a higher per capita income, new cars, restored buildings and increased opportunities that they experienced during separation from the West. Manufacturing is also growing at a faster rate than it is in the West. In addition, East Germans have the right to travel and make choices, and most would not want to return to the former East. West Germany, said Peters.
"The Communist system clearly didn't work," he said. "Many East Germans had realized that by the 1980s."
Overall, the German economy appears to be improving. "Unemployment has stabilized in West Germany," said Wegs. He said the belief that the unemployment in the former West will spread to the East. The telecommunications industry, for example, has experi- enced growth in East Germany in recent years. The effects of the collapse of the Wall were felt far beyond Germany.
"It's taken the Europeans out of the protective shell that was provided by the Cold War," Wegs said.
"The main effect of German
unification on Europe has been to open up central Europe to Europe countries as legitimate candidates for entry into the European Union," said Gould. "Germany and other European countries now have to wrestle with the question of how to organize Europe without the militarily imposed division into capitalism and communism."
Various Central European countries — among them Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic — plan to join the European Union by 2003, according to Business Week. These countries have been able to private large portions of their economies, and the standard of living has risen. Even when was once the Communist Party in Germany has reformed itself since 1989, but the party continues to repre- sent the views of many East Germans.
There was an increase in the amount of votes for former Communists in Berlin municipal voting last month, according to The New York Times. The largest percentage of the votes for Communists came from east Berlin.
The three major world leaders of the late 1980s — the Soviet Union's Mikhail Gorbachev, West Germany's Helmut Kohl, and former U.S. President George Bush — will be in Berlin to celebrate the anniversary of the Wall's col- lapse.
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11-year-old pleads innocent to incest charges

GOLDFIN, Colo.

An 11-year-old Swiss-American boy pleaded innocent Monday to charges his parents excoriated him 5-year-old sister in a case that has created a furor in the Denver suburb of Littleton. He is accused of incest and sexual assault. He could face up to two years in juvenile detention if convicted. The police estimate the victim is a 4-year-old boy found in a bush a few blocks away from the victim's home. The boy's parents deny the claims, saying he had pulled down his sister's underwear to help her urinate. Swiss and German media have chastised Hasel's cause, expressing outrage over his arrest and the six weeks he spent in a juvenile detention center. The boy's lawyers argued during the 43-minute arraignment that the case should be thrown out on the grounds that his trial is a speedo trial has been violated.

Baby found, dead since 1979

NEW YORK

Though she lived alone in her Brooklyn apartment, Madelyn Carmichael was haunted by the sound of a crying baby. She complained frequently to the building superintendent, who insisted that no children lived nearby. Now it turns out the complaints had a macabre meaning: Acting on a tip, police found the mummified body of a little girl, dead for 20 years, entombed in a trunk in Madelyn Carmichael's closet. Police are convinced the toddler was Latatish Carmichael, Madelyn Carmichael's daughter. Madelyn Carmichael, 60, was arrested Friday on suspicion of murder. She remained hospitalized after fainting in court, where she was arraigned and denied the charges.

Bill may broaden satellite television

WASHINGTON

House and Senate negotiators reached agreement Monday on a measure that would enable millions of satellite television viewers to watch local TV news, weather and sports broadcasts, just as cable owners do. The legislation, which is subject to approval by both chambers, would allow DirecTV, DishNetwork and other companies beam local broadcast signals to customers who use either pizza-sized satellite dishes or big "backyard" dishes. Under existing law, companies are barred from doing this. The bill is an effort to make satellite companies stronger competitors to cable operators. Satellite companies will be able to start providing local stations as soon as the bill becomes

Market Watch: 11/8
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Associated Press

BERLIN

Former President Bush, honored Monday in Berlin for his role in the fall of the Berlin Wall, said there is still much to be done "to secure the values of freedom and prosperity in eastern Europe."

Bush met with two other Cold War leaders, Helmut Kohl and Mikhail Gorbachev, to celebrate their collaboration in a historic milestone — the opening of the Wall on Nov. 9, 1989, and the ensuing diplomacy that ensured German unification and redraw the map of Europe.

Bush was awarded honorary citizenship of Berlin in a sentimental ceremony led by Kohl and attended by Gorbachev.

Kohl, the chancellor who ended Germany's East-West division with stunning speed 11 months after the Wall fell, credited Bush with a good deal of the momentum of the "miracle" pace of events that swept away the Cold War order.

"You didn't just pay lip service to the goal of overcoming the division of Europe and Germany," Kohl said in his tribute at Berlin's red-brick City Hall.

Addressing Bush as "dear George," Kohl declared: "You didn't hesitate. Rather, you put yourself at the forefront of those who encouraged us on the way to unity.

Bush, former leaders honored the third — and perhaps best-known player in the drama, former Soviet leader Gorbachev, whose reforms policies ultimately brought down communism and paved the way for German unification.

Gorbachev briefly joined the others on stage.

Looking ahead, Bush stressed that the process of unifying Europe is far from complete.

That sentiment clearly rings true for many in Germany's formerly communist east, still bliged with high unemployment and struggling to adapt to life in a western-dominated nation.

A poll published Monday found most eastern Germans — 70 percent — say the advantages of unification outweigh the negatives, especially because of improved living standards.

But only 45 percent viewed the new political system — capitalist democracy — as better than the old. Only 27 percent said they felt better in society and 67 percent said unification had worsened the next generation's chances.

The poll of 1,000 eastern Germans was published in the Berliner Zeitung newspaper. No margin of error was given.

But Monday's events emphasized more lofty themes. Kohl, whose deft diplomacy overcame

Schools close for Rev. Jackson's Visit

associated press

The Rev. Jesse Jackson said about 100 protesters to the steps of a high school Monday to demand the reinstatement of seven black students who were expelled for two years for fighting at a football game.

Eisenhower High and Decatur's two other public high schools were closed Monday to avoid a confrontation.

Jackson said the issue is not a question of racism but whether the students were treated fairly. He accused the school board of overstepping its authority by expelling students for behaviors that had been charged with any crime.

Jackson spent the day meeting with school officials but emerged shortly after 5 p.m. and said the talks had ended for the day with no progress. Gov. George Ryan, who was acting as a mediator, offered several suggestions for alternative education for the students but Jackson didn't say what they were.

The district scheduled an emergency school board meeting for Thursday to discuss "student discipline, threatened litigation and student safety," according to an agenda for the meeting.

Jackson said if no resolution came from that meeting, he would return to school with the students on Tuesday.

The teens were expelled after fighting at a Sept. 17 game between MacArthur and Eisenhower high schools. Jackson said it was a simple fistfight, the school board president contends it was a "mob action" that endangered hundreds.

"A fist fight is different from a gun fight is different from a rape is different from a drug bust," Jackson said following the Monday meeting. "We urge the school district to put forth a punishment that leads to remedy and not retribution.

The only black school board member who voted cast the lone vote against expulsion. There are five white school board members and two black members. The district is 60 percent white and 39 percent black.

Jackson has demanded the students be reinstated, leading thousands of residents on a march through Decatur's streets Sunday and threatening to sue the school system.
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Come to Me all you who labor and are heavily burdened, And I will give you rest...

I make a holy hour each day in the presence of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament. All my sisters of the Missionaries of Charity make a daily holy hour as well, because we find that through our daily holy hour our love for Jesus becomes more intimate, our love for each other more understanding, and our love for the poor more compassionate..."

- Mother Teresa

Jesus is here with us in the Eucharist to give us answers- answers that will lead us to truth, happiness and peace. In this culture of death, it is easy for people to become weary and indifferent to God and His gift of life. People often fall short of their obligation to care for and nurture the spiritual and physical lives of themselves and others. Eucharistic Adoration gives a person the opportunity to nurture his own spiritual life, as well as the spiritual lives of others (through prayer for them.) Prayer also protects the physical lives of those endangered by abortion, euthanasia and other forms of violence. This is because, it is only through the grace which comes from prayer that other’s hearts can be changed from seeking death to loving life. Christ gives us the strength to press on in our battle for life. In order to be Christ-like in our service to preserve life, we must be filled with His life through prayer. To be Christian, we must follow Christ. If He is not the source of all we do, it is worth nothing. We ask you to join us in prayer for life...

What is Eucharistic Adoration?
God is present to us in many ways in our world, but He is especially present to us in the Eucharist. As Roman Catholics, we believe that Jesus Christ, who lived 2000 years ago, is truly present in the Eucharist. In Eucharistic Adoration, the Host is placed in a monstrance, in order for us to be able to come and pray. Jesus is always hidden in the tabernacle, but in adoration He is exposed so that we can come and kneel before Him, face to face, and speak with our God. When Jesus is exposed like this, He can never be left alone. Thus, people sign up to be responsible to some and pray with Him for a certain amount of time (usually 1 hour) every week.

Why should I go?
If Jesus were to come to the JACC, would you come and stand in line for ours just to talk to Him for a minute? Even if you weren’t Christian, wouldn’t you be at least interested in this God so many people talk about? Well, Jesus is truly, physically present here on campus in the Eucharist. IN ADORATION YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO GO AND SPEAK WITH YOUR GOD FACE TO FACE. You confide in Him, plead with Him, question Him. And if you sit quietly enough, he will inspire you with answers.

What do I do when I am there?
When you enter the chapel, you should genuflect as a sign of reverence to Jesus. It is common practice during Adoration to genuflect on two knees, instead of just one (like you do whenever you enter a chapel.) You can stand, sit, or kneel- whatever position you pray best in. And then you pray. There are many ways to pray: you can do spiritual reading; you can pray a rosary; you can sit in silence; you can even just talk to Jesus- like you would to a friend. The most important thing is that you love Him and allow Him to love and strengthen you.

What does the Church think?
"Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, whether in a pyx or a monstrance, is a recognition of the wondrous Presence of Christ in the sacrament and stimulates us to unite ourselves to Him in a spiritual communion. It is, accordingly, eminently in harmony with the worship which we owe Him in spirit and truth...


Sponsored by Notre Dame Right to Life AMDG JMJ

Eucharistic Adoration ON CAMPUS:
Friday: Lady Chapel in the Basilica: 12:00pm (following 11:30 Mass) -5:00pm with a Rosary beginning at 4:15. (Ends with Benediction at 4:45)
Monday beginning at 11:30pm (following 11:00pm Mass) through Tuesday at 10:00pm (Ending with Benediction at 9:45-10:00) In Fisher Hall Chapel.
Meet The Sociology Major
Wednesday, November 16, 1999
7th Floor Planner Hall 4:00 - 5:30 PM

Every few years, professional academics evaluate university programs. Recently, representatives of Harvard, Michigan, and Boston University rated Notre Dame’s Undergraduate Sociology Program as “truly outstanding.” We invite students aiming to be “outstanding” to join us as first or second majors.

Some of our most prestigious faculty are offering a variety of interesting and substantive courses at the undergraduate level. Check our web site or come into the office. Peruse our courses on Gender, Crime, Family, Schools, Organizations, Ethnicity, Race, Public Policy, Religion, Migration, Culture, International Affairs, Medicine, Latin America, and Technology.

Several courses are cross-listed with Anthropology, The Hesburgh Program, Gender Studies, Computer Applications, American Studies, African-American Studies, Economics, Government, The Peace Institute, Romance Languages and Literature.

Please visit our website: http://www.nd.edu/~soc/

Sociology Department: 810 Flanner Hall 631-0803 or 631-6463

Campus Life Council

Members discuss academics in dorms

By FINN PRESSLY
Assistant News Editor

Responding to a question posed by the ad hoc subcommittee on student life, the Campus Life Council debated the role of academics in the residence halls.

"I would like to create a more intellectual atmosphere in the residence halls," said off-campus senator Pat Foy. "I would like to make this dorm more of a university community, to provide intellectual discussion in this environment.""I don't think academics ever get the attention it deserves in the campus," said off-campus senator Pat Foy. "I would like to create a more intellectual atmosphere in the residence halls."

Keith Bannach, Rebecca Bretz, and Susan Oilmann, all members of the council, offered their perspectives on the role of academics in dorms.

"The role of the university is to make the students a part of the campus," said Bannach. "It is important to have a community of students who are interested in the same things."

"The role of the university is to make the students a part of the campus," said Bannach. "It is important to have a community of students who are interested in the same things."
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exist since before the fall of the Berlin Wall still exist today — and threaten the formation of a national identity.

Before the Fall
Kellie Hazell remembers colors.

Driving to East Berlin from her homeland in Rheinland-Pfalz near the French border, Hazell, a Notre Dame senior and nine-year resident of Germany, remembers rolling greenland and lush scenery that characterized the beauty of the West. It was the only view of Germany she had ever known.

"It was green even a half an hour from reaching the East Berlin border," Hazell said. "Germany is beautiful. I wasn't expecting (East Berlin) to be that different."

But waiting in line to cross the concrete border, the green began to fade and the impressions of a Germany much different than the one she called home began to emerge.

"I remember yellows and browns...everything was dead," Hazell said. "The green was gone, and even the buildings were this faded yellow. It was like nothing was alive."

But even the journey to East Germany marked a transition to a culture very different from the free society she had enjoyed as a West German resident.

Before the trip, her father, a military officer, had to sit through a seminar detailing regulations about traveling to East Germany including specific directions and an initiation program.

"We only had a certain amount of time to travel from the West to the East," Hazell said. "We couldn't stop for gas, and they timed us. We couldn't get lost, because we would get in trouble. Being in that car was incredibly tense."

Upon her arrival in the East, Hazell immediately saw the inequalities that divided the nation just as the wall did.

"I noticed immediately that East Berlin just wasn't caught up to the times," she said.

Tumbling Down
It was the impressions of East Berlin that stayed with Hazell as the events leading up to the destruction of the Berlin Wall unfolded in November of 1989.

"The week leading up to the fall, we had heard on the military base that travel was going to be highly unrestricted to East Germany," she said. "The borders had begun to fall, and we knew that the East German border may have been one of the next to go."

On Nov. 9, 1989, she awoke to a newscast proclaiming that very event occurred.

"There was so much excitement," she said. "The summer before, there was an air of excitement on the base that we had won the Cold War...that families would be reunited. This just seemed like the conclusion."

It was a conclusion that many German citizens saw as a device that likened them to America, Hazell and Matos would observe.

Matos, one of the only American students in an all-German classroom, realized his value immediately following his relocation.

"I remember that the class was so excited to have Americans in their class," Matos said. "Even among the sixth graders, there was a general sense that they felt the destruction of the wall would make them more like America," he said. "The East-West division made them unlike America. The destruction made them closer to being completely free."

Hazell remembers the importance placed on America even in play groups she participated in as a younger child.

"The German children were so excited about showing off their English," she said. "All I knew how to say was, 'My name is Kellie.' But they could explain the German version of hide and seek to us in perfect English. They were so excited to have us there," she said.

But meanwhile, the most immediate euphoria of the reunion was fading, and the economic implications of the union began to take hold.

One of the immediate implications was in housing, Hazell said.

"The East Germans began to flood West Germany before East Germany was under the new system of government," she said. "But rent laws that forbade the eviction of East German residents caused German landlords to drive up their prices — to the point where East German citizens could no longer afford them."

One of those residents was Hazell.

"Before the fall we lived in a beautiful three story, seven bedroom, three bathroom house with a huge hill perfect for sledging," she said. "We drove up the prices, we had to leave.

It was a drastic transition. The family was forced to move to base housing, a significant reduction in living space.

"It was a three bedroom, one floor apartment with one bathroom for four people," remembered Hazell. "And our only view was...trees. Trees and the apartment building next door."

Rebuilding
Riding a bus past the newly opened border, Matos had the sense that he was witnessing something all over again.

"We drove by the remnants of the wall...one side was filled with graffiti, another was bare except for a few bullet holes. You felt like you were coming into a place where something big had happened, but at that point, it was just a memory."

And for a newly united country, Matos observed immediate inequality.

"The buildings were darker, covered with soot...the area was poor," he said. "You knew it was a significant difference."

Returning to Berlin in 1996, Hazell did not have the sense of death and depression that plagued the city before the fall. She had the sense of a new beginning.

Riding the newly constructed railroad from West to East Berlin, the first thing she noticed were building cranes — 20 or 30 cranes that stretched further than the eye could see.

"You didn't feel that it was backwards, old, or dirty," she said. "I went there looking for the living standards of the West, unemployment and crime continue to rise, alerting both the East and the West that tensions still exist. Recent polls conducted by German media have even said that there are some that feel the Wall should be reconstructed.

"There is a great feeling of nationalism not stereotypes, but feelings both sides need to let go in order to find a unified country," Hazell said. "There is a feeling of resentment because East Germany — wanting the technology, groceries, and clothes the West had — had to submit to the role of inferior. And they didn't like that.

Furthermore, a lack of acceptance of Eastern culture by the West aggravates that tension," she said.

"The West wants to hold onto what they grew from, and the West wants to stay the way they differ," she said. "It's a very hazy boundary."

"Economically, Germany is wondering if they are one people," said Saint Mary's political science professor Mark Belanger. "That created fissures in people's sense of identity."

And it is the identity that may be the root of the tension, Hazell believes.

"How can you relate to a country that is not sure where it wants to go?" she asked.

CORRECTION

♦ In Monday's issue of The Observer, Rita Donley was misquoted saying, "We've confronted campus ministry about gay and lesbian issues." It should have read, "We've consulted with Campus Ministry about gay and lesbian issues."
Clinton urges active foreign policy

Associated Press

WASHINGTON

President Clinton, celebrating the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall a decade ago, said Monday that the United States should continue to use its military strength, or by engaging with the West, in order to bring stability to the region. The president's speech coincided with Tuesday's anniver- sary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, the East-West barrier of barbed wire and concrete blocks guarded by machine guns, a floodlit mine field and German shepherd guard dogs. Clinton appeared on stage with Czech Prime Minister Milos Zeman and Shukvak Republic Prime Minister Mikulas Dzurinda, who expressed appreciation for the United States' role in free- ing his country, but the move back- fired when it triggered heavy criticism from China for opposing its economic reform efforts.

The Clinton administration made Zhu's April package public in hopes of building support for a deal in this country, but the move back- fired when it triggered heavy criticism from China for opposing its economic reform efforts.

For more information, please call the RecSports Office at 1-6100.
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Student & Fac/Staff/Family
I hate airplanes. It's nothing personal. I just have no confidence in the flight capabilities of a 49-ton piece of metal because most 49-ton pieces of metal do not have such capabilities.

Airplanes also have the disadvantage of being run by airlines and of flying from airports, neither of which detracts from the overall stress of flying. I boarded the first airplane at Chicago O'Hare International Airport, named for a man who gained fame by shooting airplanes violently out of the sky and sending them crashing to the ground in a fiery heap. Shortly after taking off, the captain came on and said, "We're flying straight into a hurricane. Hopefully we'll land far enough inland so that they don't teach us how to get this flight school right. Don't worry, though; we're pretty sure we can handle it. Keep your seat belts fastened just in case."

We wound up landing in "crash position" which apparently means "without bothering to put down the landing gear despite torrential rains and 40 mph winds."

Despite flying into a hurricane and watching lightning strike the runway as we were descending and having to slide down a rain-drenched yellow evaucation slide, I enjoyed my stay in North Carolina. I especially enjoyed my trip to Raleigh, the only state capital whose capital building sports a statue of George Washington carved by a man who had not only never seen George Washington, but who had also never been to the capital. The fine artist undertook the work on commission, costing North Carolina something like four times the gross yearly income of the entire state government. I believe, after 200 years, that they are still paying for it. The best part of this whole story is the product of all this money. If you go to Raleigh, you too can see George sitting, resplendent, in the middle of the rotunda, clad as a Roman soldier. He's writing the words of his Farewell Address on a clay tablet with a stylus. In Italian.

In the words of my North Carolina host, "My tax dollars at work."

Sad as I was to leave North Carolina and its tobacco museums (there are at least four in the Metro Durham area), I had to go to Bethesda, Md., for a medical school interview. So I booked a flight to Baltimore-Washington International Airport. I got on a tiny little airplane with five other passengers and a surly flight attendant. For reasons that remain unclear, we stopped at Dulles, the main D.C. airport, on our way to BWI. These airports are ridiculously close — it's like flying from South Bend to Elkhart. Then United put us on an airplane so skinny that, when seated in the last row, I asked my neighbor for a six-letter word for "gives help," the captain heard me and hurried "Assist!" from the cockpit. When we descended to land at BWI, I could still see Dulles on the horizon. The whole ordeal took an hour and 15 minutes. It takes an hour to make the same trip by taxi, as I found out on the way home. From Bethesda, I took the Metro to Union Station, a train to the BWI area, then a shuttle bus to the airport and finally tried to check in. The United man informed me that my flight was going to be delayed. He offered to put me on a cab to Dulles to catch a flight from there that would get me back to O'Hare before the delayed one would. I accepted his voucher and, along with six other passengers, was put in a taxi driven by a driver that flinched and hooked his horn every time someone's cell phone rang. The woman next to me started triggering her phone just to watch him yelp and dance.

United also gave us vouchers for a drink at the Dulles bar when we finally got there, since we had three hours to kill. The other taxi passengers and I went together. When I asked for a club soda, the bartender looked at me and said, "I need to see your ID."

I regretted, "But I only want a club soda."

He said, "You need to be 21 to be in the bar area of the airport."

So I got out my driver's license and showed it to him.

"This said "you're under 21."

"Yes," I said, because it did. It said it in a dozen places in big red letters.

"But look here, where my birthday is printed. I've been 21 for awhile. I just haven't gotten a new driver's license."

"I'm sorry you can't be in the bar if you are under 21."

I whipped out my passport, which I'd brought with me for other reasons, and said, "Look, I'm 21."

"He took my passport, looked at my birthday, did some elaborate mental subtraction, and gave me my club soda."

In my consideration of the entire flight establishment, I told him to bill United full price for it plus a nice tip for him.

Kate Rowland is a senior. Her column usually appears every other Monday. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
This isn’t going to be your typical Viewpoint piece. Welcome to the wonderful world of racism, that I call a lifestyle and that you will be part of for five days, maybe five to 10 minutes.

This all started last Thursday. I was innocently checking my e-mail, when an unfamiliar name and message interrupted my usual best friend, or at least someone I knew. Instead of a quick note telling me how great he is, there was a 200 words of hate in the back of the send, something quite unusual to start the discussion. "I am really going to make me laugh."

After some time, he was asking me to enlighten him, fine. Talk to me about it. Intelligently let me know the need to enlighten me, fine. Talk to me about it. You are not going to change my mind on this, but if you really feel okay with that, and I think that you need to know how important the issue is that needs to be sent that day.

So, who am I? Francine Sanna, senior graphic design major and former every other major. Except for the occasional poetry reading or art class, I am unacquainted with the language of newspapers. But occasional-ly, I go to Corby’s Irish Pub. My Observer readings are sporadic and usually focused around the crossword puzzle and horoscopes. But occasionally, I find myself reading the Viewpoint page in hopes that this time there will be something different to say.

Something different then these same topics over and over again will be getting nowhere in discussion or debate. Maybe the term nowhere isn’t just my opinion, but that in all that this, or any of those, ever are. Maybe my uninvited, really unimportant, opinion disqualifies me from saying anything at all. Let’s just say this isn’t the first time I’ve ever opened my mouth and given it free reign to do whatever it wanted. The conversation may have been uncensored, but that communism would never work.

Oh right, so I’m a white, middle-class, pregnant woman has the right to terminating her pregnancy. Angry? Well, then you disagree. Maybe it is okay with that, and I think that you should be angry as well. But a woman chooses to do her body does not directly affect you and your political body, or the physical body of others. If you are not going to change my mind on this, I could use a little more of the need to enlighten me, fine. Talk to me about it. Intelligently let me know what you think. Maybe you will, maybe you won’t. Maybe you’ll poke fun at a group of people because you think they are wrong. Or, maybe you’ll realize there is something going on here that is pretty provocative.

Aaron, thanks for sending the wine reviews person an e-mail opened my eyes to a part of Notre Dame that I forgot to look at.

Francine Sanna is a senior graphic design major, Progressive Student Alliance and former Viewpoint editor. This column represents the views of this column and are not necessarily those of The Observer.

---

Pro-choice feminism is oppressing women

For the classes of 2002 and 2003: Cut this out and save it. Put it in an envelope marked "November 2, 2001." On November 2, 2001, open the envelope and read it again. The next day, go watch Notre Dame play Tennessee. You will have a responsibility for the next two years to educate the classes of 2002 and 2005 about what happened last Saturday and what they should be doing on November 3, 2001. They need to know how important the game is and how important the image is that needs to be sent that day.

You don’t have any responsibility for the team — that belongs to a group of people paid to be there and prepared the football team. They will be the ones charged with beating a team on your behalf to sweeten their ranking. Your responsibility will be to send another message — off the field.

I’m not sure who of you went to the game in Knoxville. If you didn’t, find someone who did and ask them what it was like after the game in that city. I’ve seen hostile environments. My class went to Columbus. Oh, for the great tear gassing of 1995 and a tear gas canister in Ann Arbor in 1993. There were nothing compared to Knoxville.

One of my friends described the scene as "a pack of animals." Another as "the most classless, disgusting group of people" she’d ever seen. My school, family and religion were attacked. We were confronted with physical abuse and an empty bottle of beer that just missed my head and on a side street. Cars showed down so passers could yell and throw trash.

In two years, when the game is over and the last chord of the victory march resonates through Notre Dame stadium, the students will have their day. Every one of you, when you’re President, should go and quickly find a Tennessee fan and trust me, you’ll walk up to them, look them in the eye, extend your hand and say, "Good game." (Your school is not an "auto-home." Then go, find your friends and do what we have to do. The only way we are, where we are fortunate enough to have our team and the tradition our school is founded on.

On November 3, 2001, a message will be sent. Our football team will tell Tennessee: "Today, we’re better than you." Our stardom is "true." Every day, we’re better than you."

Ken Chardos
Class of ’96
November 7, 1999

---

The Observer
The Fall of the Berlin Wall and the Surprises of History

Doris L. Bergen

I find it hard to believe that 10 years have gone by since the events now known as "the fall of the Berlin Wall." Of course the Wall didn't really fall in November 1989, nor, for that matter, did communism die. It simply and suddenly stopped being a wall, in the sense of a border and a place to party, the sort of "hew-it-yourself" souvenir: a giant, international photo-opportunity — even a dance floor.

I remember it all very well, because in the fall of 1989, I was living in Berlin (West), finishing up the research for my Ph.D. dissertation. I had spent much of September and October commuting every day from my cheap but trendy neighborhood to an archive in Potsdam, across the border in East Germany. The trip took three hours and four forms of public transportation each way. It included a stop at the border that could take anywhere from 10 minutes to two hours, and involve anything from an order to reveal my right ear and remove my glasses to a full body search. Later I would discover that the archive in Potsdam was only 20 minutes by car from my Babelsberg Schoeneberg. But in September and October 1989, it felt worlds away. So I didn't expect to emerge from a long day's research on Nov. 9, 1989, to see the security guards at the archive gathered around my radio, whispering: "What's going on?" I ask. "They're dancing on the Wall!" one of them told me.

History. I discovered in the fall of 1989, is not predictable. Nor is it inevitable, simple or unambiguous. I was surprised by the events of Nov. 9, 1989, but I was not uninformuated. Like everyone in Berlin, I had become used to news somehow at that time. I was growing used to news somehow at that time, spring and summer. So much had happened all around — in Poland, Hungary, the Soviet Union, next door in the German Democratic Republic and as far away as China. My housemate and I bought every newspaper we could find — and took every opportunity we could get on a train or plane — to see for ourselves.

During 1989, I visited Yugoslavia and Poland. The Warsaw and Czechoslovakia elites of 1989. Their drivers had no idea where they were going. East German maps included only white space in what was West Berlin. It's easy to be smart — and snug — looking back from our vantage point a decade ago. It's also easy to forget that in November 1989, the opening of the Berlin Wall didn't look like the final American victory in the Cold War. Instead it looked like the triumph of a few daring leaders and a lot of peaceful, persistent protesters in the countries of the east bloc, from the Soviet Union to Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic.

Today, 10 years later, Mikhail Gorbachev — once renowned architect of glasnost and idol of Germans east and west — has long been reduced to making of moments for Pizza Hut. The women and men who faced down and police to demand "socialism with a human face" are all but forgotten, buried beneath a few CNN clips of champagne-swilling crowds dancing on the Wall. Maybe there is another lesson to be learned from history here, a lesson about how quickly and effortlessly we rewrite the past to suit our needs in the present. I'm not sure what that lesson is, about the disappearance of the East German state, which was an oppressive, inhuman, destructive regime based on a network of surveillance that monitored so densely that they outnumbered the objects of surveillance in day, day dissident organizations. It was a paranoid regime too, with its watchtowers, dogs and armies of petty bureaucrats eager to report and observe. Even the food was terrible, at least what you could get easily as a visitor in shops and restaurants. Nor do I mourn the collapse of communism, a system that took an enormous toll on nations, our own family in Ukraine in the 1920s and 1930s, and later in Siberia.

My only plea is for some humility in the face of history and its complexity. After all, let's celebrate the tenth anniversary of the fall of the Wall. I intend to raise a glass myself. But keep in mind the generations of people who live and struggle, past and present, can be obscured by the easy claim that "we won the Cold War."
I went to bed early on the night of Nov. 9,1989, worrying about the East German government's announced policy to close the border, and wondering if I would wake up to find myself imprisoned in East Berlin. Hence, when I did wake up the next morning, I was relieved to find myself free to walk down Friedrich Street in East Berlin.

The night before, I had joined thousands of people who gathered to protest the government's announced policy to close the border. All day, I had watched from the window of my room as hundreds of people poured in to mark the 17th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. The atmosphere was electric, and I couldn't help but feel a sense of excitement and trepidation.

I was a student at the University of East Berlin, and I was excited to be able to walk the streets of West Berlin once again. The sense of relief and excitement was palpable, and I couldn't help but feel a sense of gratitude for the miracle that had allowed me to live in West Berlin.

As I walked down Friedrich Street, I couldn't help but notice the sense of awe and wonder that seemed to radiate from every face. The street was crowded with people, all of them eager to see the sights of West Berlin. The buildings were brightly lit, and the shops were open late into the night, as people rushed to take advantage of the new freedoms.

I was one of the lucky few who were able to take the six-minute walk across the border. I remember the sense of triumph as I crossed the border, and the feeling of being free to move about in the democratic world.

I remember thinking: "This is a new beginning." And I couldn't help but feel a sense of hope for the future. The fall of the Berlin Wall had opened up new possibilities, and I couldn't wait to see what would happen next.

I remember thinking: "This is a new beginning." And I couldn't help but feel a sense of hope for the future. The fall of the Berlin Wall had opened up new possibilities, and I couldn't wait to see what would happen next.
Techno Music: An American Tradition

By TODD CALLAIS
Scene Music Crit.

There is perhaps no genre of music more misunderstood or stereotyped than techno. It is not uncommon to hear a self-proclaimed fan say, "Oh, I could do that stuff, just give me a computer," or "Whatever, I don't like that Euro stuff." Others will assume that techno music is a genre limited only to groups like Chemical Brothers and Fatboy Slim. The truth is that techno is one of the most complicated and intricate styles of music with a deep American history that ranges over hundreds of talented and respect-worthy artists.

The story begins in Germany, 1974, with the release of the song "Autobahn" by the two-man keyboard group Kraftwerk. This historic event moved the concept of electronic music to the forefront of the American music scene. With the release of Autobahn's 1981 album, Aynsley of your mind, the stage was set for the first electronic studios by some of the major figures of techno. For those who want to learn more about techno music, there are a couple of different ways. A number of books are available that can provide information. The best of these is probably Dan Sicko's "Techno Rebels," which spans techno's roots from Detroit to its international recognition today. It also has a recommended discography section to help everyone from the biggest techno fan to a novice.

"Techno is not just a repetition of sound but the formation of an extreme rhythm that invades the mind and can be felt in every part of the body."

Techno is one of the most complicated and intricate styles of music with a deep American history that ranges over hundreds of talented and respect-worthy artists.

For those who want to learn more about techno music, there are a couple of different ways. A number of books are available that can provide information. The best of these is probably Dan Sicko's "Techno Rebels," which spans techno's roots from Detroit to its international recognition today. It also has a recommended discography section to help everyone from the biggest techno fan to a novice.

Techno is an experience that anyone dedicated to music should give a chance. Moreover, it is an American tradition.

UPCOMING CONCERTS

South Bend

Elton John
Cowboy Mouth — hosted by SUB

Chicago

Ash
The Roots
Save Ferris
The Who
Joe Strummer
Melissa Etheridge
Primum
Bennywise
Chris Cornell
Danzig
John Seofield
Counting Crows
Queensryche
Sting
Stereolab

JACE
Stepan
Metro
House of Blues
Metro
House of Blues
Chicago Theatre
Riviera
House of Blues
House of Blues
Park West
Aragon
Riviera
Riviera
Chicago Theatre
Metro

Nov. 9
Nov. 11
Nov. 12
Nov. 12-13
Nov. 13
Nov. 13
Nov. 18
Nov. 19
Nov. 21
Nov. 21
Nov. 23-24
Nov. 26
Dec. 3-4
Dec. 6-7

NEW RELEASES

Today

Fiona Apple - When the Pawn
Paula Cole - I Believe In Love
Missy Elliott - Hot Boyz
Natalie Merchant - Live In Concert

Old 97s - 19
Savage Garden - Affirmation
Sublime - Greatest Hits
Toad the Wet Sprocket - PS
Tonic - Sugar

November 16

Ani DiFranco - To the Teeth
Dr. Dre - Dr. Dre 2001
Elton John - Chartbusters Go Pop!
Kiss - 25th Anniversary Star Profile

Korn - issues
Marilyn Manson - Last Tour On Earth
Sonic Youth - Goodbye 20th Century
LEAD TUTOR PROGRAM

The lead tutor program was established in an attempt to enhance the infrastructure of Notre Dame students' tutoring efforts in the South Bend community. The lead tutors oversee tutors at select area schools and community centers, working directly with the site contacts to improve the quality of tutoring offered and to improve the experience for all involved. If you are interested in tutoring in the South Bend area, please contact one of the following lead tutors. Transportation is provided for the times listed.

1999-2000 LEAD TUTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Tutor</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES MARTIN YOUTH CENTER (T/TH 4-5pm)</td>
<td>Mike Hutchinson, 634-1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAY HIGH SCHOOL (W 2:45-4:45pm)</td>
<td>Kristin Jakubek, 634-0834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGGLESTON (M/W 2:30-3:30pm)</td>
<td>Laura Colangelo, 634-2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON (M,W 3:5pm, TH 2:30-3:45pm)</td>
<td>Sam Murillo, 211 &amp; 213 St. Edward Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASALLE HIGH (T/TH 10:50am-12:30pm)</td>
<td>Nicole Burkte, 634-2585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASALLE YOUTH CENTER (M/W 4:30-5:30pm)</td>
<td>Roe Satsko, 1011 E. Madison St. 287-5744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINCOLN (T/TH 3:30pm)</td>
<td>Nikki DePeters, 342 Farley Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHEAST NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER (M 2:45-4:45pm)</td>
<td>Kristin Jakubek, 634-2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY HIGH SCHOOL (M/W 2:45-4:45)</td>
<td>Charlie Miles, 1794 Turtle Creek Dr. Apt 4 243-0932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLICE OF LIFE (M 3:30-5:30)</td>
<td>Brian Wolford, 441 Knott Hall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Community-Based Learning Coordinators

The Center for Social Concerns has eight formalized partnerships in the South Bend Community. The following people work closely with Notre Dame students, linking them to the educational mission of the particular agency and providing many opportunities to learn. Please contact them if you would like to volunteer at their agency or just learn more about what they do.

1999-2000 Community-Based Learning Coordinators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDS Ministry/AIDS Assist</td>
<td>P.O. Box 11582 South Bend, IN 46634 234-2870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys and Girls Club of St. Joseph</td>
<td>Kregg Van Meter, 5020 E. Sample Street South Bend, IN 46601 234-2084 x371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for the Homeless</td>
<td>Katie Glynn, 813 S. Michigan South Bend, IN 46601 282-8780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapin Street Clinic</td>
<td>Michelle Peters, 326 S. Chapin Street South Bend, IN 46601 239-5233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Casa de Amistad</td>
<td>Angel Chacon, 746 South Meade South Bend, IN 46619 233-2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Center</td>
<td>Marissa Runkle, 1235 N. Eddy P.O. Box 1049 South Bend, IN 46624 287-4811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Bend Community Schools</td>
<td>Tonya Sexton, Center for Social Concerns 631-9405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Martin Youth Center/South Bend Heritage Foundation</td>
<td>Jessie Whitaker, 802 Lincoln Way West South Bend, IN 46616 280-3072 — CMYC 631-5211 — direct line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Government Service Commissioners</td>
<td>Student Government Service Commissioners provide leadership in organizing campus-wide service and social action projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>Kathryn Gallagher 4-1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Government</td>
<td>Kathleen McCann 4-2663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2003</td>
<td>Pam Ronson 4-2948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2002</td>
<td>Anthony Pagliarini 4-4512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2001</td>
<td>Michael Crowley 4-3254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2000</td>
<td>Thomas Repetto 4-1569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2000</td>
<td>Lauren Herring 246-1303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Center for Social Concerns provides educational experiences in social concerns inspired by Gospel values and Catholic social teachings. Central to this process is enhancing the spiritual and intellectual awareness of students, faculty, staff and alumnae about today's complex social realities, calling us all to service and action for a more just and humane world.
Student Groups

AIDS AWARENESS / STUDENTS WITH AIDS TRAINING (SWAT)
Volunteers give social support to individuals who are HIV-positive. They also provide support and assistance with office tasks. Student Contact: Rachel Takeda @ 246-1072

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Volunteers organize on-campus awareness raising and fund-raising events. Student Contact: Matthew Monberg @ 643-0969

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Volunteers are needed for letter writing, petition signing, special campaign work, and informational discussions about human rights issues worldwide. Student Contact: Elizabeth Marino @ 634-2555

BEST BUDIES
Volunteers develop their relationships with persons with mild to moderate mental retardation by going to movies, sporting events, concerts, and participating together in recreational activities. Student Contact: Elizabeth Whalen @ 634-4072

BROTHERS & BIG SISTERS
Volunteers provide shared time and friendship between a student and a child. Student Contact: Robert Cooper @ 634-2774

CAMPUS ALLIANCE FOR RAPE ELIMINATION
Volunteers are students and faculty-administrators from both ND and SMC. C.A.R.E. members make dorm presentations about rape on campus and sponsor rape support groups on campus. Student Contact: James Shoich @ 634-0674

CAMPUS GIRL SCOUTS, ND/SMC
Volunteers work with local Girl Scout groups as sponsors. Student Contact: Amelia Baer @ 634-1224

CENTER FOR THE HOMELESS CHILDREN'S GROUP
Volunteers spend time once a week with the children who live at the CFH. Volunteers hope to make dorm presentations about rape on campus and sponsor rape support groups on campus. Student Contact: Amelia Baer @ 634-1224

CIRCLE IN INTERNATIONAL
Volunteers work on a variety of service activities including working with children and neighborhood clean up. Student Contact: Joseph Doyle @ 345-0811

COMMUNITY ALLIANCE TO SERVE HISPANICS (CASHE)
Volunteers reach out to the Hispanic community of South Bend through service activities, educational programs, and awareness projects. Student Contact: Joanna Garcia @ 634-0739

EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
Volunteers are involved in creating and presenting demonstrations to junior high and high school students. By going into classrooms, volunteers hope to promote science and technology careers. Student Contact: Anne Burns @ aburns@nd.edu

FEMINISTS FOR LIFE
Promote through education, outreach and advocacy a pro-life/pro-woman perspective and facilitate practical resources and support for women in need. Student Contact: Maureen Kramlich @ 634-4072

FIRST AID SERVICES TEAM
Volunteers provide coverage for inter-collegiate sports, concerts, home football games, Arcticas, Keenan Review, campus runs, and any other ND/SMC activity that requires the team’s service. Student Contact: Nicole Johnson @ 634-4312

FOODSHARE
Volunteers deliver, in groups of four or five, the leftover food from the campus dining halls to the Center for the Homeless and Hopewell Mission in South Bend. Student Contact: Elizabeth Lynch @ 634-2534

FUN AND LEARN COUNCIL
Serves learning disabled children from ages 6-16 at the Children’s Dispensary in South Bend. Student Contact: Emilee Evers @ 634-1027

GLOBAL HEALTH INITIATIVE
ND Educates and promotes awareness of health-related issues around the world. Student Contact: Liberty Barbour @ 634-2937

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Volunteers work on construction crews, donate materials, and provide meals for the work groups. Student Contact: Nicholas Benjamin @ 634-3466

HELPFUL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS (H.U.G.S.)
Volunteers work with the Memorial Hospital Pediatric Intensive Care Unit. Student Contact: Amy Anderson @ 247-1699

HOSPICE CHAPTER, ND
Volunteers visit terminally ill patients in their homes. Student Contact: Sara Dooyt @ 245-0734

JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT CLUB OF NOTRE DAME
Volunteers teach three different programs at area schools: Project Business, The Basics of Business, Economics of Saving in School. Student Contact: Kim Smith @ 634-2978

LIFEWATER
Volunteers work to educate the Notre Dame Community of the third world water supply situation as well as research possible solutions to the problem. Student Contact: Kelli Ewing @ 247-9848 or kelli@nd.edu

SPECIAL FRIENDS
Volunteers spend about 4 hours a week in the home of an autistic or special needs child helping with homework, speech and occupational therapy goals, and having a good time. Student Contact: Kirstin Augustine @ 251-9096

LUNCH P.A.C.K.
Students volunteer to help prepare sack lunches. Student Contact: Mid Mospeith @ 634-9934

MANANITAL
Volunteers are trained as mentors to Hispanic young people ages 8-15. Student Contact: Leticia McDonald

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL MEDICAL EXPLORERS
Volunteers work with staff at Memorial Hospital and assist with medical procedures. Student Contact: Brian Seaam @ 634-1578

MS.WIZARD DAY PROGRAM TEAM
Volunteers organize a one-day science fair in February for young women in middle school. Student Contact: Julie Redorff @ 634-3541

NEIGHBORHOOD STUDY HELP PROGRAM
Volunteers tutor at a center of venues twice a week for a one hour period each time. Student Contact: Chris Summers @ 234-1404

NOTRE DAME HUGH O’BRIAN LEADERSHIP ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (ND HOBY)
HOBY Alumni at Notre Dame and others interested in becoming more involved in leadership development to fulfill their leadership skills through social and service activities. Student Contact: Kendra Kennedy @ 634-2955

PAX CHRISTI ND
Educates and promotes awareness of issues related to peace and justice around the world. Student Contact: Lisa Moriarty @ 231-6138

RECYCLIN’ IRISH
Volunteers organize throughout the dorms and facilities on campus the various recycling efforts, which include newspaper, glass, aluminum and now paper, plastic, and polyurethane. Student Contact: Madelyn O’Gur @ 634-3864

RIGHT TO LIFE, ND/SMC
Volunteers focus on the national abortion issue. Activities include picketing at the Woman’s Pavilion, dorm tours, trips to Washington, D.C., and a Right-to-Life week during the year. Student Contact: Laura Antonik @ 634-4169

SAINT VINCENT de PAUL ASSOCIATION
Volunteers support and assist the local St. Vincent de Paul Society in its ministry to the poor of South Bend through occasional group activities and fundraisers and individual house visits to those who call for help. Student Contact: Vince Bernadin @ 631-0779

STUDENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION (SEA)
Volunteers promote awareness of environmental issues amongst the student body and the South Bend community. Student Contact: Ramin Sheibak @ 234-9952

STUDENTS FOR RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
Volunteers assist nee-for-profit organizations in South Bend using their business expertise. Student Contact: Charlie Miles @ 273-9411

STUDENT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TEAM
Volunteers visit the South Bend Juvenile Facility one night a week and spend an hour with a resident completing work or talking about constructive topics. Student Contact: Amanda Lee Gentile @ 243-9350

SUPERHERS
Volunteers work with children who have siblings with disabilities. Student Contact: Todd Church @ 243-4715 Community Agency: Logan Center, Contact: Jeff Dobbelare @ 288-3453

UNIVERSITY YOUNG LIFE
Volunteers plan events to work with local high school students. Student Contact: Elizabeth Ayer @ 271-9202

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
Volunteers provide assistance to the women of Notre Dame with issues and problems that are particularly acute for women, such as rape and sexual assault, eating disorders, etc. Student Contact: Dawn Kennedy @ 634-2955

WORLD HUNGER COALITION
Volunteers raise awareness and support for the poor and hungry in South Bend and around the world. Student Contact: Kelly Beninker @ 634-4311
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AIDS MINISTRIES / AIDS
Volunteers work with the aged and enhance the lives of those affected by HIV/AIDS and AIDS. Student Contact: Thomas Clavon @ 246-2876

AMERICAN LONG ASSOCIATION
Sparks a variety of service and control of land conservation. Student Contact: Patricia Navone @ 246-0191

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Community volunteer services, marathons, races and pet first aid, most community needs in local emergency services. Agency Contact: John Allen @ 246-0191

BOYS & GIRLS CLUB
Volunteers assist with tutorial recreation programs for ages 5-17. Student Contact: Greg Van @ 232-2048

BROADWAY CHRISTIAN
Volunteers help with the Sunday serving, serving and cleaning up food pantry and neighboring. Agency Phone: 289-0323

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT COORDINATING ORGANIZATION
Volunteers provide emergency help of children aged 6 weeks to planned: respite while parents counseling. Agency Contact: Betty Bigelow @ 232-2048

CASIE CENTER
Volunteers assist with activities in shelter which provides abused children. Agency Phone: 289-0323
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ASSIST: There are support roles with the

CATHOLIC CHARITIES: Various Catholic Charities agencies provide a variety of services, including services for women, children and refugees. Agency phone: 234-3111

CORVILLA, INC.: Volunteers develop one-to-one relationships with Corvilla residents. Corvilla is a home for persons with mental retardation. Agency phone: 289-9799

LITERACY COUNCIL OF ST. JOSEPH COUNTY, INC.: Volunteers tutor adults in both basic reading and English as a Second Language. Agency phone: 235-8259

EL BUEN VECINO: Volunteers tutor people in English and help them study for their high school equivalency. They also help with child care and work with mothers to teach money management skills and health and nutrition. Agency phone: 287-2712

DISMUS HOUSE: Volunteers are needed to cook for the residents on weeknights. Students are also needed to live at Dismus House. Agency phone: 233-8122

EL CAMPIO DAY CARE CENTER: Volunteers act as role models for young children from single-parent families. Volunteers also assist regular day care instructors in planning and implementing their organized program. Agency phone: 232-0220

MADISON CENTER: Volunteers assist emotionally handicapped adolescents to adapt to a normal school and community life. Agency phone: 283-1330

LOGAN CENTER: Volunteers work with disabled adults and children in a variety of capacities. Contact Community-Based Learning Coordinator: Marlene Runke @ 289-8311

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION: Volunteers are needed for the "I'm Thumbsy" program, self-esteem program for third-graders. Agency Contact: Nancy Bykowski @ 234-1049

CHAPIN STREET CLINIC: Volunteers work in a medical clinic that provides services to low-income adults and families. Contact: Community-Based Learning Coordinator Michele Peters @ 289-7662

EL BUEN VECINO: Volunteers tutor children in after-school tutoring programs. See South Bend Heritage Foundation for other opportunities. Contact: Jessie Whisken @ 631-3211

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF MICHIGAN: Volunteers help with half-price sales at Goodwill stores. Agency Contact: Dee Ryoho @ 234-1611

HEAD START: Volunteers are needed to work two hours per week with children on a one-to-one basis. Agency phone: 287-5938

FAMILY AND CHILDREN CENTER: Volunteers are needed to provide role models for the children and "teach them how to be normal teenagers." Agency Contact: Carrie Horvats @ 259-5666 ext. 278

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF MICHIGAN: Volunteers help with half-price sales at Goodwill stores. Agency Contact: Dee Ryoho @ 234-1611

HOMES MANAGEMENT SERVICES: Volunteers work with children in after-school tutoring programs. See South Bend Heritage Foundation for other opportunities. Contact: Jessie Whisken @ 631-3211

HOPE RESCUE MISSION: Volunteers serve meals to persons who are homeless and destitute, assist with the maintenance of the facility, and visit residents on a one-to-one basis. Agency phone: 235-4154

INSPIRE 2021: Volunteers provide support services for terminally ill patients and their families. Agency phone: 243-3127

LA CASA DE AMISTAD: Volunteers work in a youth and adult center on the west side of South Bend that serves the needs of Hispanics. Contact: Community-Based Learning Coordinator: Angel Chacon @ 233-2120

LEGAL SERVICES: Volunteers serve as intake workers. The program provides free legal representation to low-income persons. Agency Phone: 234-8121

MERTHERS-KAY CENTER: Volunteers help with tutoring and provide stable role models for children who come from families that are in crisis. It involves one or two afternoons per week from 4:30-6:00 p.m. Agency phone: 287-8932

REINS OF LIFE: Volunteers act as house leaders or sidewalkers for people with disabilities during therapeutic horseback riding classes. Agency Contact: Sharon Burnside @ 291-4540

ST. MARGARET'S HOUSE: Volunteers help with the phone and serve as hosts for guests. The House is open to adult women and girls and boys under twelve. Agency Contact: Kathy Schneider @ 234-7795

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL: Volunteers work in the thrift store to prepare used goods for sale. Anyone organizing a food or clothing drive can work through this grass-roots organization. Agency Contact: Peggy Gilmore @ 251-4906

SALVATION ARMY: Volunteers provide food for Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter baskets for families in South Bend. Student volunteers can "adopt" a South Bend family through the Salvation Army. Agency phone: 231-9471

SEX OFFENSE SERVICES (SOS): Volunteers work at Madison Center and assist victims of sexual assault and their families. Agency Contact: Laurel Ellinger @ 283-1503

SLICE OF LIFE: Volunteers needed to lead discussions of groups of 10 in 13 year old boys and girls who meet weekly to talk about what is happening in their lives and the world they face. Agency Contact: Michelle Peters @ 232-5013

SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOLS: Volunteers work individually with adult students who are studying for their GED or simply learning literacy skills. Agency Contact: Gayle Silver @ 282-4316

SOUTH BEND HERITAGE FOUNDATION: Volunteers are able to work in all facets of neighborhood revitalization. Also available are internships and course-work based in community development. Contact: David Huy @ 289-1066

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES: Volunteers are needed to help with special events including a fundraiser in October and other events throughout the year. Agency Contact: Mary Hecke @ 234-3136

UNITED RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY: Volunteers are trained in mediation skills and work on special projects, the Victim Offender Reconciliation Program and the Advocacy Center. Agency Phone: 282-2397

VOLUNTEER BLOOD DONOR PROGRAM: Students are needed to organize blood drives on campus. Agency Contact: Janie Cultor @ 234-4176 ext. 250

WOMEN'S CARE CENTER: Volunteers welcome pregnant women and couples by helping them by providing the resources that they need to complete the pregnancy. Agency Phone: 273-6966

YWCA WOMEN'S SHELTER: Volunteers listen, provide transportation, tutor, and work with children and perform other important services at the shelter. Agency phone: 233-9491
Celebrating the Jubilee

A Year of Reconciliation and Renewal

As we approach the year 2000 and what our Catholic Church has deemed the "Jubilee Year," we at the Center for Social Concerns in collaboration with Campus Ministry and others, hope to educate the Notre Dame community on the "Jubilee Year." The "Jubilee," has roots from the Hebrew "tikkun" which means "to mend, to heal, to repair, to make right relationships again."

According to the Jewish law, every fifteenth year was designated as a Jubilee Year, a time when the land was to lie fallow, mortgage debts would be remitted, and slaves would be freed. The theological meaning of the Jubilee was that all life and land belongs to God. The Catholic Church adopted the practice and since 1300 has celebrated Jubilee as times of repentance and renewal, special blessings, prayers and pilgrimages.

The scriptures of Leviticus 25, Isaiah 61, and Luke 4:16-30 provide the core teachings and essential pastoral traditions and practices of the Jubilee. The four themes of the Jubilee are: Land the Lie Fallow, Proclaim Liberty and Freedom, Answer the Call to Forgiveness, and Hold a Eucharistic Feast.

The particular form of forgiveness that Jubilee emphasizes is release, remission or dismissal from obligations tied to legal requirements, bonds, and debts (especially financial ones). However, it also refers to forgiveness on both a personal and communal level. This includes all personal relationships where hurt and division need to be healed by the peace of reconciliation, as well as humanity's sins against entire populations both now and throughout history.

This next year is an extraordinary time in the history of our Church and our world. We hope for each member of the Notre Dame community to reflect seriously on our Jubilee tradition and to respond to the Jubilee call.

Beginning with Advent 1999, the CSC, Campus Ministry, and many of our service and social action student groups will be launching an educational and faith-based campaign on the Jubilee with particular emphasis on Jubilee themes and the principles of Catholic Social Teachings. The objective is to provide educational discourse around the Jubilee and to encourage the University community to carry reflection on the Jubilee into appropriate action for justice initiatives, discernment, and prayer.

Look for the Jubilee logo on upcoming events to find out more about how you can answer the Jubilee call: "To bring glad tidings to the poor...to proclaim liberty to captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free." — Luke 4:18

“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.”

- Yeats
**ALBUM REVIEW**

311’s new offering is ‘down’-right horrible

By BRIAN KORNANN

Succès came fast for 311 four years ago. With the release of its self-titled studio album, 311 quickly went from selling out 2,000 seat clubs to playing sold-out amphitheaters and packaged rock-fests. The band had a very unique sound, mixing punk, funk, rap and reggae, and was embraced by nearly everyone from major radio to MTV. The future seemed very bright for Omaha band.

Four years later however, 311 has yet to recapture any of the energy and sound that made them so popular. Its fourth album, Transistor, was met with fanfare at best, and a string of albums was quite possibly one of the worst albums ever recorded. It did a terrible job of capturing both the live energy and sound of a band that was once fun to see in concert.

After two years of recording and a light tour schedule, 311 is back on the scene with its highly anticipated sixth studio release, Soundsystem. Unfortunately, the album leaves much to be desired. In fact, it probably rates as the worst release from the once great band.

Once upon a time 311 was able to generate an album with original lyrics, bass lines and guitars. The vocal stylings of Nick Hexum and S.A. Martinez fit the music perfectly. Yet, the band has degraded into writing songs about buying software and downloading software for it from the Internet (“Evolution”). So much for the idea that long term pot use is not bad for you. This album is nothing more than a continuous refresh of different parts of old 311 albums, with some beats and lyrics changed to protect the innocent. No songs on the album jump out and grab you and mention like “Down,” “Dying Right,” “Homebrew” or “Freak Out” did on the first three 311 albums.

The hard edge that made 311 unique has instead been replaced with long, slowly developing songs such as “Freeze Time,” “Evolution” and “Leaving Babylon.” Instead of making listeners want to jump around and dance, these songs leave them with the sudden urge to fall asleep. On an album of 13 songs, there are only two songs that bear resemblance to any of 311’s old music. The songs “Mindsap” and “Living & Rockin’” are decent, but nothing more.

Other than that, the album is miserable at best, and downright horrible at worst. It will appeal to 311 fans who liked Transistor or enjoy the lighter side of 311 found on songs like “Nix Hex” and “All Mixed Up.” However, it is doubtful that people who liked the harder-edged 311 found on Music, Grassroots or 311 would find Sound-system enjoyable at all. If new to 311, this is definitely not the record to buy; instead consider purchasing an earlier album. This is a two-star album only because it evokes a feeling of pity for a band that was once great. Otherwise, it would have received fewer stars.

And yes, it is that bad.

**CONCERT PREVIEW**

Notre Dame music faculty to perform at the Suite

Special to The Observer

Carolyn Plummer held the position of Assistant Concertmaster of the Houston Symphony from 1977 through 1986, after joining the orchestra in 1974. She was a frequent soloist with the Houston Symphony, as well as an active recitalist and member of the Houston chamber ensemble, Cambiata Soloists.

From 1986-98, Plummer was a professor at the University of Florida and violist of the Florida Arts Trio. During this time, she appeared with the acclaimed ensemble Atlanta Virtuosi, which performed extensively in the U.S., Europe and Mexico.

In the course of her career, Plummer performed in several festivals and master classes, both in the U.S. and abroad. Plummer currently serves on the Board of Committees of the American Music Journal, the official journal of the Music Teachers National Association.

Plummer holds a bachelor of Music degree from Indiana University and a Master of Music degree with honors in Violin Performance from the New England Conservatory, where she was a student of Joseph Silverstein and Charles Teigner. She is an associate professor of music at the University of Notre Dame.

Karen Buranskas is a critically acclaimed cellist who has appeared as a soloist with orchestras in the United States and Brazil. In addition, she has performed recitals in major halls in the United States (including Carnegie Hall), Europe, Japan and Taiwan, and has been a featured soloist on National Public Radio and CBC broadcasts.

During the past few years, she has been a guest artist at the Fontana Chamber Music Festival and was also a featured soloist on the Dame Myra Hess Concert Series in Chicago. In the course of her career, Buranskas has won several awards, including first prizes and top honors, and she has recently awarded a Solo Recitalist Grant by the National Endowment for the Arts in Washington, D.C., to record twentieth-century solo works for cello.

Buranskas received a Bachelor of Music degree from Indiana University where she studied under Fritz Magg and Thomas Starker, and a Master of Music degree from Yale University, under the coaching of Aldo Parisot. She is an associate professor of music at the University.

Plummer and Buranskas, as members of the Notre Dame String Trio, gave their first New York debut performance to critical acclaim at the Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall, playing compositions from the 20th century.

They have been performing with Cesant Records, recording works by Notre Dame faculty member Ethan Haimo, as well as the two Hindemith String Trios released in 1997. A year later, the Trio recorded works by David Diamond, which will soon be released.

Maria Stäblein studied with Erich Appel at the Meistersinger-Konservatorium Nürnberg and with Bernhard Ebert and Arie Vardi at the Hochschule für Musik and Theater Hannover, where she graduated with the Konzertexamen in 1996. In addition she attended master classes with Huns Leygraf, Lev Naujok, Leon Fleisher, and Gyorgy Sebek. In 1982, she won first prize at the International Competition of the 33rd European Music festival in Neerpelt, Belgium.

She also received prizes and awards at the Weberbacher der Konservatorien in Osnabrück, Germany; the Hochschule wettbewerb Hannover, Germany; and the International Piano Competition Città di Senigallia, Italy. She has played numerous performances in Canada, the U.S., Greece, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Austria, and Germany, and has appeared at the renowned Schleswig-Holstein Musikfestival, the Académie Maurice Ravel, and the Tage für Neue Musik Hannover. She has recorded for Radio Bremen, NHK (Norddeutscher Rundfunk), and WLLV. Stäblein joins the faculty of the University of Notre Dame this year as a visiting assistant professor.

Hailing from around the world, (L-R), Maria Stäblein (piano), Carolyn Plummer (violin) and Karen Buranskas (cello) will be performing this weekend at Suite.
NCAA FOOTBALL

Boilermaker quarterback Drew Brees rushes the ball in a game against Notre Dame.

Purdue's Brees to stay for senior year

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Purdue quarterback Drew Brees, insisting he can improve with another year in college, will stay for his senior season.

The Heisman Trophy contender announced his decision on campus Monday after a meeting Sunday with his parents and coach Joe Tiller.

"It's better for most people, including myself, to stay another year," Brees said. "An extra year will provide more with a bit more maturity. I know that I must stay for the next year and become a better player by staying another year."

Brees said he wanted to make the decision as soon as possible to dispel rumors about his future and end debate about his plans for the NFL draft.

"Really wasn't as hard as I thought it would be," he said. "I'm coming back next year to have fun."

The Boilermakers (6-4) are coming off a loss to Wisconsin, a game billed as a showdown between two Heisman Trophy contenders — Brees and Badgers running back Ron Dayne.

Brees has thrown for 3,334 yards and 21 touchdowns through 10 games. The Boilermakers are off this weekend and close their season Nov. 20 at Indiana.

"I think next year we have a chance to do a lot of great things with this football team," he said. "I still feel that we have a lot of things to do here."

Brees said he does not think about winning the Heisman Trophy, and the prospect of becoming a favorite for the honor next season did not factor into his decision.

"I'd call Brees one of the most productive players he's ever coached," he said.

Brees, meanwhile, is more at ease.

Happy Birthday Michelle!

With love from all of The Observer staff.

CLASSIFIEDS

NOTICES

THE COPY SHOP
LaFortune Student Center
Phone 631-COPY
www.CopyShopND.com

Lost: 4 student rental houses. Lots of extras. Huge Party Room. Washer/Dryer, etc.

1-800-678-6386

WANTED

Call Linda @ 219-273-7045 or 616-282-2717.

Selling 2 Pitt tickets

FREE One Bedroom Apartment near Campus

A family with three children seeks fun energetic student or graduate to live in charming apartment for FREE in exchange for mutually acceptable babysitting responsibilities. Fax name, phone number and note describing experience and interests to Walker at 259-2500.

For Sale

Spring Break Specials: Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days 7 nights includes Meals!

Spring Break Specials: Cancun, Jamaica 7 Nights From $399!

Spring Break 2000: Free Trips & Meals!

Spring Break Specials: Bahamas, Barbados, Jamaica, Cancun, Panama! (All in plastic: $235)

WANTED

Lovin' ND-SMC couple wishes to adopt. Will provide a lifetime of love and devotion. Please call back anytime. Our prayer is with you.

Free One Bedroom Apartment near Campus

A family with three children seeks fun energetic student or graduate to live in charming apartment for FREE in exchange for mutually acceptable babysitting responsibilities. Fax name, phone number and note describing experience and interests to Walker at 259-2500.

For Sale

Spring Break Specials: Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days 7 nights includes Meals!

Spring Break Specials: Cancun, Jamaica 7 Nights From $399!

Spring Break 2000: Free Trips & Meals!

FREE One Bedroom Apartment near Campus

A family with three children seeks fun energetic student or graduate to live in charming apartment for FREE in exchange for mutually acceptable babysitting responsibilities. Fax name, phone number and note describing experience and interests to Walker at 259-2500.

For Sale

Spring Break Specials: Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days 7 nights includes Meals!

Spring Break Specials: Cancun, Jamaica 7 Nights From $399!

Spring Break 2000: Free Trips & Meals!

FREE One Bedroom Apartment near Campus

A family with three children seeks fun energetic student or graduate to live in charming apartment for FREE in exchange for mutually acceptable babysitting responsibilities. Fax name, phone number and note describing experience and interests to Walker at 259-2500.
Student Appreciation Day

Tuesday, November 9, 1999
9:00am – 10:00pm

20% off
All Notre Dame
Clothing and
Gift Items*

HAMMES
NOTRE DAME
BOOKSTORE
IN THE ECK CENTER
www.ndcatalog.com

*Student ID Required.

*Does not include books, CD'S, tapes, school and office supplies, computer supplies, art supplies.
Volleyball

Girton named Big East player of week

Junior Christi Girton has been named Big East Player of the Week for her strong performances in Notre Dame’s two matches last week.

Girton led the Irish in kills and in digs in the team’s wins over Illinois State and Syracuse. Against the Redbirds, Girton had 19 kills to go along with a season-best 14 digs. On Saturday afternoon versus the Orangewomen, the 6-3 outside hitter tallied 19 kills and 13 digs, for her third consecutive double-double. Girton also extended her streak of consecutive matches with at least 10 kills to six.

For the week, Girton averaged 5.43 kills per game on .439 hitting and 3.86 digs per game. She joins three-time winner senior Mary Leffers as the only Irish players so honored this season.

The Irish (16-6 overall, 9-0 in the Big East) finish Big East regular season play this weekend when they travel to Villanova and Georgetown.

Hockey

Zasowski earns CCHA rookie of week honors

The Notre Dame hockey team produced its second CCHA rookie-of-the-week winner in the past three weeks, as freshman goaltender Tony Zasowski was recognized on Nov. 1 for his strong series last week versus Miami University.

Zasowski made 58 saves in the Miami series while allowing just four goals. He helped stop all 14 Miami power plays in the series and turned away the first 19 shots he faced on Thursday (en route to 33 total saves), with 34 shutout minutes.

Zasowski—who this week will become the first freshman to start in net for the Irish since Matt Eisler made his first career start in the second game of 1994-95—faced a steady stream of shots in his first start (12-11-12 by period) while turning away eight power-play shots in that 5-2 win on Oct. 28 (MU was 0-for-8 on the power play in first game).
Imagine looking forward to the week as much as you look forward to the weekend. Imagine spending each minute with unlimited opportunity and continuous options.

At Ernst & Young we provide access to the most sophisticated and effective tools in the industry. See you Monday.

www.ey.com
The Observer • SPORTS

By JASON KROMPINGER
Sporn Writer

INTERHALL FOOTBALL

Knott advances to championship with 7-o overtime win

Once the Juggernauts had the ball in their hands on their second drive, they could not move it anywhere consistently because of a barrage of penalties against the offense. A draw by Suarez on first down forced a good gain was called back due to a clip. That made it first-and-15. A dead ball foul against Knott's O-Line pushed the ball back five more yards, for first-and-20.

The offense seemed to find a rhythm on the next four plays, but penalties and incomplete passes ended up stalling the drive.

Things began to get sloppy later in the half. After Fisher recovered a Knott fumble, Fisher fumbled themselves on their second play. Fisher got the ball back after they picked off a Knott pass.

"Our corners, especially Terry McKelroy and Jim Coven, played great," said Suarez.

The half ended with the coaches shaking their heads.

The second half began with the teams trading punts, and in fact no drive throughout the entire second half got either team into the other's red zone.

"It wasn't until the start of overtime, when the ball was placed at the opponents' 10 and each team gets a chance to score, had either team been that close to the end zone. Fisher started off with the ball in OT, and after three plays turned up no yards, a field goal attempt was blocked. On Knott's try, a run by Virtue picked up five yards to bring them to the five-yard line, but he was stuffed on the next play and lost the yards he had just gained. Third down went for minimal gain, and the field goal attempt sailed wide left to force a second overtime.

Knott started with the ball and promptly scored on a TD pass from Suarez to Smith in the corner of the end zone. The extra point was good, forcing Fisher to score to force a third OT.

But a Fisher run was stopped cold on first down. A keeper gave them five, and a broken up option put the Green Wave in a do-or-die fourth and five. Quarterback Zack Allen rolled right and zipped it to his man in the front corner of the end zone. As the ball touched the hands of the receiver, two Knott defenders hammered him, jarring the ball loose and to the grass.

The 'Nauts emerged victorious and look forward to a showdown with the Sorin Otters in Notre Dame Stadium next week.

---

HOMES FOR RENT

- Domus Properties has two, five, six, and nine bedroom student housing available
- Student neighborhoods close to campus
- Security systems provided
- Well maintained homes
- Maintenance staff on call

Available for the 2000/2001 school year

BETTER HURRY!!! ONLY 5 HOUSES LEFT

Contact Kramer (219)274-1501 or (219)234-2436 or (219)674-2572

Join us for an Information meeting

Thursday, November 11
LaFortune Ballroom

7:00

ACE Charleston
Ryan Blaney, Lisa Rodriguez, Malin Stearns
Mark Leen, and Jim Steffan

I want to be a teacher for many reasons.
I want to educate, both in and out of the classroom.
I want to be a role model, a coach, a listener, a learner.
I want to challenge my students to do their very best in all phases of their lives, and I ask nothing less of myself.

Brian Dilton, Baton Rouge, LA

The Alliance for Catholic Education
This Week in Campus Ministry

Monday, November 8 through Monday, November 29
103 Hesburgh Library, 112 Badin Hall
Freshman Retreat #26 (Dec. 3-4) Sign-Up
Targeted Dorms: Carroll, Cavanaugh, Farley, Fisher, Knott, Pangborn, Siegfried, Stanford, and Welsh Family

Tuesday-Wednesday, November 9-10, 7:00 pm
218 Main Building
Africentric Spirituality
Career Night for Juniors and Seniors
Co-sponsored with OMSA

Tuesday, November 9, 7:00 pm
Badin Hall Chapel
Campus Bible Study

Wednesday, November 10, 8:00 pm
Wilson Commons
Graduate Student Bible Study Group

Wednesday, November 10, 10:00-10:30 pm
Walsh Hall Chapel
Interfaith Christian Night Prayer
A spirit-filled, student-led power hour of prayer and music for students of all Christian faith traditions.

Friday-Sunday, November 12-14
Sunse Lodge in Michigan
El Retiro Retreat

Jubilee Theme: Answer the Call to Forgiveness

Give yourself a Jubilee gift

As the Jubilee Year 2000 quickly approaches, let’s pause to think about one of the central themes of the Jubilee: forgiveness. Forgiveness is what sustains and strengthens our relationships in a world often characterized by flawed communication, painful alienation and broken trust. As Christians, we are called to forgive others as God first forgave us. The reality of that call is easier said than done. Forgiveness is not a simple feat. It requires us to commit to a difficult process that takes significant time and effort on our part. Ultimately, though, forgiveness is a gift to ourselves, a gift of personal freedom. Below is a summary of the process of forgiveness. As we prepare to celebrate 2000 years of Jesus, how might we answer the Jubilee call to forgiveness in our own lives?

- Acknowledge the hurt and the pain. Admitting the hurt is often difficult but it is a necessary beginning point.
- Make a decision to forgive. This is an act of will and may be contrary to the feelings which flow from the hurt. At the beginning you may not know how you will forgive but only that you desire to forgive.
- Remember that forgiveness is a process. Hurt, whether physical or psychological, takes time to heal. Be patient with yourself.
- Forgiveness involves a “small death” to ourselves. It is not easy, nor is it pleasant.
  - Reflect on those who have modeled forgiveness for you. Can you identify the source of their courage to forgive?
  - Visualize the positive aspects of the person who has offended you. Attempt to understand the behavior of the other. Try to experience compassion for them.
- Recall a time when you were forgiven and the gratitude you experienced. Recall how affirming it was to know someone believed in you and cared enough to forgive you.
  - Consider the consequences of not forgiving. Reflect on the short- and long-term physiological, spiritual and emotional effects this will have on you.
  - Ask God’s help for the courage to forgive. Do not assume that you will automatically forget but be patient with yourself and await God’s assistance.
  - Celebrate the grace which has empowered you to bring about this Christ-filled moment. Too often we fail to include celebration in the process.


All are welcome to become a member of the Basilica Christmas Choir 1999!
Rehearsals for the Basilica Christmas Choir will be held in Room 102, Earth Science Building, located directly behind the Basilica.

The rehearsal schedule is as follows:
- Monday, November 29, 7 PM - 8:30 PM
- Monday, December 6, 7 PM - 8:30 PM
- Monday, December 13, 7 PM - 8:45 PM
- Monday, December 20, 7 PM - 8:45 PM
- Friday, December 24, 9:30 PM - 10:45 PM

Advent Lessons & Carols begins at 11:00 PM. Midnight Mass follows.

FREE M&Ms!
All-U-Can-Eat! All Colors!
Limited Time Only!

M&Ms must be claimed during the hours of 12pm-2pm Central Indiana time in O’Hara Lounge of the LaFortune Student Center (located next to info desk in that little room behind the tall glass doors where that guy sells his water color paintings on football weekends.) No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Some friendly conversation with Campus Ministers in lounge may be required prior to claiming of aforementioned M&Ms. Per M&M by mail, send a SASE to 112 Badin Hall c/o “I want my CM M&M”. Be sure to include your name, email address & specify amount and colors desired. Offer good while supplies last.

Act Now! Bring Friends!
**INTERHALL FOOTBALL**

**Pyros shutout Chaos in semifinal, 7-0**

By STEVE KEPPEL
Sports Writer

When Pyros of Pasquerilla East prepared to take on the Cavanaugh Chaos in the interhall playoffs they knew it would be a tough game.

The 4-2 Chaos came out fired up and shut down the Pyros for the entire first half. Their hopes for a championship bid were dashed when Pyros scored a touchdown late in the game and won 7-0.

This earned PE an unprecedented fifth straight trip to the stadium.

The first half was all defense as both offenses failed to put any points on the board. Cavanaugh’s defense played especially well and confused the PE offense with a mix of coverage packages and a strong rush on the quarterback.

"They played a man/zone and their ends were really coming hard all game," Pasquerilla East quarterback Elizabeth Plummer said.

The Pyros defense, often overpowered by their high scoring offense, was the key to victory on Sunday.

"We definitely couldn't get the ball moving, their secondary played really well," Cavanaugh captain and offensive lineman Melissa Tacey said.

Plummer gave the Pyros defense due credit in their victory.

"Our defense was crucial, we depend a lot on them and sometimes the offense gets more credit but we really rely on our defense," she said.

In the second half the tough defensive play continued and the game remained scoreless until the Pyros on offense scored a touchdown late in the game to win 7-0.

"This is what we work for all year and last time there and hopefully we'll get on a winning streak," Plummer said.

Cavanaugh’s season is over but the Chaos are a very young team and will have a solid squad next year if most of their underclassmen return.

"We are really excited that the season went as well as it did, in the beginning we struggled but we really came together as a team," Tacey said.

"We credit it all to the coaches. They did a great job.

The Pyros will take on the Welsh Whirlwinds, who defeated the top-seeded Pangborn Phoxes, in two weeks. The Pyros believe convincingly in their first meeting earlier this season.

---

**VOLLEYBALL**

**Flying Dutch soar to 3-0 win**

By KATIE McVOY
Sports Writer

The Belles volleyball team followed the trend of the rest of Saint Mary’s fall sports. They had an exceptional season, played a tough final game in the playoffs, and could not quite get the championship.

"We all wanted to be there," Shields said. "We have to play our game against them." Despite losing the first game 15-13, the second game 15-10 and the third game 15-7, senior captain and 1998 all-MIAA member Agnes Bill felt the Belles met their goal.

"For being the end of the season, I think we played the best we played all season," Bill said. "Going into it, we knew it was going to be a real competitive match, but we definitely played at their level and I think the scores showed that.

Hope is a powerhouse in all of its athletics, but especially in volleyball. The Flying Dutch were the MIAA volleyball champions in 1996, 1997 and last season, 1999.

When asked what makes Hope such a dominating presence on the volleyball court, Bill said she thought it was their offensive play.

"They have a very strong offense," Bill said. "They’re smart and quick, which made our defense have to react faster. It was our defense that kept us in the game, however.

Coach Randa Shields came in for her first year as head coach hoping to make a good showing this year in the MIAA. Saint Mary’s finished the season with a 5-3 record and a third place tie in the MIAA.

Bill thought that a big part of the new energy and excitement that seemed to follow the Belles season was due to the new coaching.

"Our successful season was due to a new coaching staff," she said. "Randa and Lorinda [Smith, assistant coach] did a great job coaching, and brought a lot of new ideas to the team.

A positive attitude and a desire to win affected the team, according to Bill.

"We all wanted to be there," she said. "We all had the desire to play at the same level all season."

---

The Native American Student Association of Notre Dame, as a part of NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE WEEK ’99 presents:

Native American Flute Player:

**Michael Lacapa**

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1999
7:30 - 8:30, LAFORET BALLROOM

Native American Comedian:

**“Drew” Lacapa**

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1999
7:00 - 8:00, LAFORET BALLROOM

Dreamcatcher and Beading Workshops

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1999
7:00 - 8:00 P.M. INTERCULTURAL CENTER

As a part of OMSA’s Lecture/Fine Arts Series’

“LEADERSHIP IN DIVERSITY: RECOGNIZING OUR ROLE MODELS”

**ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS WORLDWIDE**

[CampusCareerCenter.com]

Pursue Job and Internship Opportunities That Span the Globe!
Women's Soccer

Notre Dame earns fifth seed in NCAA Tournament

By KEVIN BERCHOU
Sports Writer

The road to the NCAA soccer championship in San Jose, Calif., will be a bit tougher than anticipated for the Notre Dame women.

While the Irish were hoping to be assigned one of the top four seeds, which would have ensured home field advantage through the quarterfinals, the Irish instead are seeded fifth, ensuring they will potentially face a tough quarterfinal opponent on the road.

Undefeated Santa Clara, which bested Notre Dame in a game played earlier this season, is seeded first, followed by North Carolina, defending champion Florida and Nebraska.

It is the decision to seed Nebraska ahead of the Irish that some people are questioning.

"I thought maybe we were a little better than them," said Notre Dame head coach Randy Waldrum. "But you can never know how the selection committee thinks."

Waldrum was quick to note that he was not entirely disappointed in not being seeded among the top four.

"I have mixed feelings," he added. "We were a little disappointed at not being fourth, because having played both Santa Clara and North Carolina, I thought our schedule may have been tougher than theirs." On the other hand, I like our draw."

The draw to which Waldrum refers has the Irish, who like the rest of the top 16 seeds have a first round bye, taking on the winner of the game played between Dayton and Evansville Wednesday night.

The winner will play the Irish, at Alumni Field, in a game to be contested this weekend.

Though the Irish will likely play a quarterfinal game on the road in Nebraska, a Cornhusker in the second or third round loss would give Notre Dame home-field advantage through the quarterfinal round of play.

"We can't look too far ahead," said Waldrum. "We need to focus on our game this weekend."

The seeding for the tournament is done in an somewhat objective manner. The field consists of 48 teams, 16 of which have received automatic bids, with the remainder being tabbed by the selection committee.

When drawing up the brackets, the committee considers factors such as win-loss record, strength of schedule, and record against common opponents.

Opinions of the committee members do come into the decisions.

Though it's not certain why the Irish were not included among the top four seeds, it's likely the committee thought Nebraska's record that featured one loss carried more weight than the Irish's difficult schedule that saw the Irish lose three games.

"We have to live with it," said Coach Waldrum. "We'll be getting ready to play this weekend."

SUMMER SERVICE PROJECTS

Information meeting:
November 10 (Wed.)
7:00 PM
at the
Center for Social Concerns

Enjoy birthday cake as we celebrate the 20th Anniversary of the Andrews Scholarship Fund & the SSPs

- find out how you can spend 8 weeks in a social service agency and earn a tuition scholarship and 3 credits
- expand your education
- meet people struggling with social injustices
- meet wonderful alumni/e hosts

CSC
SOCIAL CONCERNS
NORE Dame

WELSH

continued from page 28

but still held a comfortable 12-0 lead.

Welsh displayed a consistent intensity throughout the game and showed that the 7 a.m. practice they had during the preceding week definitely paid off with a solid performance.

The youth that characterizes the team is starting a tradition of dominating play for a dorm that has only been in existence for three years.

"We are ecstatic," Welsh coach Dave DePoiester said. "We set this as a goal ... and our girls played their butts off."

The BP offense put in a steady offensive attack, led by Choi and receivers Erin West and Kelly Landers, but they simply could not cross the goal line.

Although the season did not end how the Babes wanted it to, the team had a very successful year.

"The general feeling was that we were disappointed because everyone played really well," BP captain Katie Leicht said. "On the whole we were pleased with the season."

Welsh ran the clock out at the end of the game to seal a surprising victory and began to celebrate.

In two weeks, the Whirlwinds will get the opportunity to earn their team its first championship title ever.

But for now, the Whirlwinds are enjoying their semifinal win, and praising the defense for the team's success.

"We are pretty excited," Welsh quarterback and co-captain Katie Bak said. "Our defense definitely won the game for us."
INTER Hall Football

Sorin returns to title game for third straight time

By KEVIN BERCHOU

For the Sorin Otters the journey is almost complete. After losing interim hall's championship game each of the past two seasons, the Otters ensured themselves a chance at vindication, knocking off the Siegfried Rams 12-0, and gaining another chance to play for the crown that has just barely eluded them. The Otters will face the Juggernaut of Knot in two weeks, the very team that banded them their only defeat in an otherwise flawless campaign.

Sorin looked like a team on a mission, handling Siegfried in surprisingly easy fashion. The outcome of the game was in doubt only during the game's coin toss. As soon as the indomitable Otter offense gained possession, the game was, for all intents and purposes over.

Sorin scored on its very first series, advancing the ball in the same fashion as they had all year. They passed, and then they passed some more. Unflappable senior quarterback Luke Beuerlein hit wide-out Antolin Tobias on a quick slant to get the drive started, and then proceeded to attack the Rams with the deep ball. Just two plays later, Beuerlein arched a perfect throw in the direction of his favorite target, freshman wide receiver Greg Carney, who came down with the ball for a gain of 29 yards.

After another short completion to Tobias, Beuerlein again attacked the Siegfried secondary. This time the Otter quarterback located in on Carney, despite the fact that he was triple covered, and threw a perfect spiral over 30 yards. Carney somehow managed to break free of Siegfried's Johnny Interhall and snare the ball for a 25-yard touchdown that gave his team a 6-0 lead.

The ensuing extra point attempt failed.

"He just threw it up there and I caught it," Carney said. "It was a big play." That score proved to be all the Otter defense would need. The Sorin defenders, playing what was easily their best game of the season, shut down the Siegfried's attack all afternoon.

Led by defensive ends Trevor Morris and Mike Cisternino, the Sorin defense spent the majority of the afternoon in the Siegfried backfield.

Linebackers Doug Lawrence and Dan Schaeffer also made considerable contributions. Schaeffer's two interceptions squelched any momentum the Rams might have had, while Doug Lawrence seemed to be making plays all over the field.

Backed by the spectacular play of their defense, the Sorin offense continued its domination. For the first time all year, the Otters were able to move the ball on the ground. They controlled play during much of the third quarter as tailback Larry Burcheart made several impressive runs chewing up the clock and whatever remained of the Rams' season.

"We were able to spread the offense out today," Otter captain Fred Faber said. "We had a bunch of guys catch passes today, and I think once they saw that they had to cover everyone, that freed up Carney for the big play, and gave us more room to run the ball."
MAMBO
TUESDAY, NOV. 9TH
8:30P.M. TO 10:00P.M.
301 BOCHE
BRING $5 AND YOUR STUDENT ID TO LEARN ONE OF THE HOTTEST DANCES WITH THE ND/FMC BALLROOM DANCE CLUB

Soccer
continued from page 28

calm and keeps everything in perspective." Milligan started for Bethel College's men's soccer team for three years, including the 1997 team which finished first in NCAA play.

"His laid-back personality is reflected in his coaching style — he tries to make the atmosphere positive and fun," co-captain Katy Barger said. "He is very optimistic and believes in us all the way. It's definitely more fun when he plays with us as opposed to just standing on the sidelines and calling out stuff."

The Belles' new assistant coach was Jared Hochstetler. "Jared was the defensive coach," sophomore defender Jessica Klink said. "He has made me a better player. He helped the defense calm down and stay more focused. We always worked as a unit and we knew that each one of us was going to do. He contributed both as a friend and as a coach."

"Jason and Jared have great insight into the game, and they applied that well during their first season as collegiate coaches," Barger said. "Playing a sport at a small Division III college means something special. It means that we play because we love the game. It means we're willing to make the sacrifices because we're part of a team. It also means 18 instant friends and a season of good times."

At one of the first practices, Barger told the freshmen that they could count on the upperclassmen for help with homework or any other problems. She emphasized the need for unity in all things.

"I think each person contributed to our team in some way. Everyone plays a unique role — that's what being a team is," Barger said. "Our returning players contributed guidance and experience, while our freshmen elevated our play with their enthusiasm and talent. Our season was successful because we cared about each other and we had a common goal — to improve and to win."

Barger led her team as she has all season with 111 shots, eight goals, and nine assists. Barger was one of four of them in the final regular-season game against DePauw. Barger was at the top of the League Leaders List for assists in the MIAA.

"Barger was a solid consistent player both offensively and defensively and she put tremendous effort into anything she did," Klink said. "She led the team as a captain very strongly — verbally and physically."

Mary Campe scored four goals for the Belles and McCabe had five assists. Campe and McCabe both had 45 shots on goal for the season.

"Erin McCabe has outstanding foot skills," Muth said. "She has a knack for fueling her frustration from negative situations into positive outcomes."

As a team, the Belles totaled 480 shots on goal, 31 goals, 26 assists, and eight shutouts, allowing only 26 goals against.

"Katy Barger's strong foot and nose for goals helped out a lot," Taylor said. "Our forwards need to work on finishing [their shots]. That was our biggest nemesis this season."

Senior co-captain Rachel Egger led the defense this year and also contributed two goals on offense.

"Rachel Egger inspired and motivated the team with her cheerful comments and funny remarks," Muth said. "She's one of the quickest defenders I've ever seen. She really helped raise the motivation level of our team — she's such a positive person all-around."

The three co-captains, Barger, Egger, and McCabe, will be sorely missed by their teammates. "Our captains led by example," Taylor said. "Every practice they worked hard, pushed everyone to do their best, and supported everyone on and off the field."

This year the Belles had a 2-2-1 record at home, and were 7-4-1 on the road.

None-confference opponents included Marian College, Illinois Wesleyan, Bethel College, Franklin College, Anderson University, Washington University, Manchester College, and Goshen College. Overall, the team's favorite game was against Kalamazoo early in the season. Although Saint Mary's lost, they held the top MIAA team to two goals, a significant improvement over last year's loss of 10-0.

"It's important to keep in mind that we learn from our experiences and we constantly grow into better people and players," Barger said. "I revision even better things for this team next year. I am incredibly sad that this was my last season playing for the Belles. I am truly grateful that it was such a wonderful experience."
Nebraska-Omaha earns first-ever CCHA win

Nebraska-Omaha used a steady offensive onslaught and an effective penalty kill to defeat visiting Notre Dame, 5-3, in the second and final game of their Central Collegiate Hockey Association series Saturday at the Omaha Civic Auditorium.

Notre Dame received goals from Andy Jurkowski, defenseman Tyson Fraser and David Inman but the Irish failed to catch the Mavericks, which held early leads of 1-0 and 2-1 before stretching to their final cushion.

Irish Tony Zasowski gave up two goals in each of the first two periods while the hosts racked up a commanding 28-11 edge in shots during the first two periods.

UNO's second-period surge included a pair of goals after scrambles in front of the Irish net. Nick Fohr knocked in his first goal of the season from the top of the crease at the 2 minute, 51 second mark while David Brisson netted his second goal of the season five minutes later, after scooping home a loose puck from the left side of the slot.

Inman's shot from the left circle yielded his team-leading sixth goal of the season and cut UNO's lead to 4-3 with 14 minutes left to play but the Mavericks restored their two-goal cushion with seven minutes to play, after Jeff Edwards took a faceoff from center Jason Cupp and drilled a shot from the right circle inside the far left post.

Notre Dame 2, Nebraska-Omaha 2

Notre Dame center Troy Bagne picked up his fourth career goal in timely fashion and goaltender Tony Zasowski continued his strong play, but Nebraska-Omaha Jeff Hoggan scored with 2:22 left in regulation to forge a 2-2 tie Friday at the Omaha Civic Auditorium.

Notre Dame traded power-play goals with UNO early in the second period before Bagne skated for a goal with five minutes left in the period. Zasowski made 37 saves to stay unbeaten in his Irish career remained winless in its first season of CCHA play despite holding a 39-25 edge in shots on goal. The penalty kill unit kept UNO in the game by stopping five of six Notre Dame power plays.

Notre Dame center Ben Simon recorded his first point since the season-opening series versus Michigan, after knocking home a rebounded power-play shot from between the circles by Dan Carlson early in the second period.

Zasowski has totaled 110 saves in his last four appearances while allowing just seven goals in those 236 minutes of play.

UNO's power-play goal came with Shane Glover skating from his own blue line and curling behind the Irish net before sliding a pass to Billy Pugliese, who was camped at the left side of the crease for the easy tap-in score.

Bagne regained the lead for the Irish with an unassisted goal, after defenseman Nathan Borega had knocked UNO's Allan Carr off the puck in the Irish zone. With two UNO players still in front of him, Bagne slowed down and split the opposing players, after faking a shot and skating to the left of defenseman Zach Schilve.

Goalieer Kendall Sidorka had plenty of time to see the play developing in front of him but Bagne sent a shot from the edge of the right circle under Sidoruk's glove hand.

"Attitude is more important than facts. It is more important than the past, than education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than what other people think or say or do. It is more important than appearance, giftedness or skill. It will make or break a company...a church...a home. The remarkable thing is we have a choice every day regarding the attitude we will embrace for the day. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and that is our attitude. Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it. We are in charge of our attitudes."

Dr. Charles Swindoll

How's your attitude?

Meet DC Systems, November 15th, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Room 210, Center For Continuing Education.

Interviews November 16th
THUR. FLYING COMING LADIES.

THANKS FOR MAKING IT TO BE NOT ALL THAT BAD.

THAT SHE SAID THAT TO BE WITH HER ONCE.

AUGUST. I CAN'T DELIVER. I SAID THAT.

TECHNIQUE WHERE EVER.

I'M SORRY, S.T. I'M NOT MAKING YOU FIX THAT NOW.

NEW ORLEANS.

MISS KRIG, I MUST SAY I'M A LITTLE TROUBLED BY WHAT I SEE TO BE A TREND IN YOUR LAB RESULTS.

THEY'RE GETTING, WELL, THEY'RE GETTING BETTER.

YOU SEE, I'VE SORT OF COME TO RELY ON THEM FOR MY WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT.

I DON'T SUPPOSE THAT JUST KIND OF HAPPENED ALL AT ONCE.

FEEL FREE TO SAY, JUST KIDDING. BUT THE TIME NOW.

BILL AMEND

A new art lover is born on South Quad.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 What some detectors detect
4 Lip
16 Stage item
14 Bichry past
15 Killer whale
16 'Camera'
17 Good-looking
19 Summers in Quebec
20 Majesty
44 Fireplace
21 'Unfortunately' supplies
22 Adequate, as a broad
24 Layer
25 Skillful
49 Principles
26 1992 Elton John woman
51 Tree juice
54 Mass part
55 Killer whale
56 1992 Elton John woman

DOWN
51 Hon
58 'The Cloister and the Hearth' writer
59 'So what is new?'
60 'Tress juice
61 Stays behind
62 Certain
65 Volleyball shots

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 Easy
11 A dine a minute, and others
12 Signs
13 Walking
18 Oscar
19 Determined Peter
22 Crop role
23 Last part
24 Not the easiest person to deal with
25 Common side order
26 Investigator of sorts
27 Hawaiian city

By Elizabeth C. Gorskl

CAREER PROFILE

28 Deputy Sheriff of 45 Old hat
29 TV's Hazard County
31 Audience
32 Skating sites
36 peace accord (1998 agreement)
37 Strokes
40 .90's style nest egg
41 First symbol

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone: 1-800-455-7898 (Per minute).

INTRAMURAL DEADLINES

Deadline for ALL: November 11

Campus Table Tennis

Campus Squash

Campus Indoor Soccer

Visit The Observer on the web at http://observer.nd.edu/
**VOLLEYBALL**

Irish finish 9-0 in Big East with win over Orangewomen

By MATT OLIVA

The Notre Dame volleyball team defeated Syracuse in three games this weekend to conclude its 1999 home season. With the victory, the Irish remain undefeated in the Big East at 9-0, while their season record improves to 16-6.

The Irish have two more matches to play this weekend to take on Big East teams this coming weekend. Saturday afternoon the Irish defeated Villanova on Saturday and Sunday to conclude its 1999 home season. The Irish have just two conference games remaining before the Big East Tournament.

**Whirlwind breezes past Babes**

By RACHEL BIBER

The Welsh Whirlwinds transformed into tornados during the first half of its semifinal match against the BP Babes from their pool. The Whirlwinds used its speed to outplay its opponents.

**INTERHALL FOOTBALL**

Whirlwind breezes past Babes

By RACHEL BIBER

The Welsh Whirlwinds transformed into tornados during the first half of its semifinal match against the BP Babes from their pool. The Whirlwinds used its speed to outplay its opponents.

**WOMEN'S SOCCER**

Belles record best season in history

By SARAH RYKOWSKI

Teamwork was the word that the Saint Mary's soccer team used to describe the 1999 season, their best season to date. The Belles finished fifth in the Big East with only one loss, to wrap up sole possession of the team's fourth Big East regular season crown and the tournament's top seed.

**SPORTS AT A GLANCE**

- vs. Marshall, Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
- vs. Alaska Fairbanks, Friday, 7:05 p.m.
- Swimming vs. Pittsburgh, Friday, 6 p.m.
- Cross Country at NCAA District IV, Saturday, 10:30 a.m.
- Volleyball at Villanova, Saturday, 1 p.m.
- at Pittsburgh, Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
- Saint Mary's Swimming vs. Albion, Nov. 16, 7:30 p.m.